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oI. INTRODUCTION
This repor, covers ,he con, inuing progress in ,he inves, iga,ion
of ,he "general problem of combustion ins,abi I i,y in Iiquid propel lan,
rocke, too,ors," ,age,her wi,h fur,her s,udies, bo,h experimental and
,heore, ical, of ,he nonlinear effec,s In rocke, mo,ors. A,,en,ion is
given to ,he magni,udes and effec,s of nonlinear per,urba,ions. Previously
,hese ln,errela,ed subjec,s of "11near" and "nonl inear" combus, ion ins,a-
bil i,y were covered by separa,e repor,s (Ref. I and 2). Sponsorship of
,his ,heore, ical-experimen,al research is under NASA Gran, NsG 99-60.
To cover one specific area of ,his research in more de,all, a
separa,e ,echnlcal repot, is being wri,,en for release a, ,his ,line. The
,l,le is, Experimen,al S,udies of Transverse Waves in a Cylindrical
Chamber (Ref. 9).
A summary of ,he more general informa,ion covered by ,he
,echnical repot, and how i, relates to ,he combus,ion instability research
as a whole will be found in Appendix C. A number of ,he o,her rela,ed
s,udies are also covered in some de,all in Appendices A, B, D, E and F.
The history of ,he research on ,he general problem of combus, ion
ins,abili,y in liquid propellan, rocke, motors is covered in Ref. I.
Aspecfs of ,he research on ,he ,ransverse modes of combus, ion insl-abil i,y
and ,he use of ,he variable-engle sector too,or were covered in an ARS
Journal ar,lcle (Ref. 3), which is Included in reprin, form wi,h ,his
repot,. Reference 2 furnishes ,he _ckground ma,erial and history for
,he nonl I near s,ud i es.
eIT. SUMMARY
Orientation tests of the InJection elements were used in an
attempt to cancel the velocity effects present in spinning tangential
mode osc I I latlons.
Using tangential ly oriented spuds in various combinations,
! x 12, 6 x 2, 2 x 6 end 4 x 3, the incidenc6 of the spinning tangential
mode was altered considerably from one combination lo another. Also
affected was stability behavior with the baffle in place (prior to burn-
out), where first and second standing tangential mode oscillations were
observed. However e the direction of spin of the tangential wave failed
to remain constant with mixture ratio thereby casting doubt on the
consistency of the relative mixture ratio distribution across each spray
fan. Simi lap evidence was provided in the pulse l iaits l_sting, where
the fuel-on-oxidizer doublet was finally abandoned for the I ike-on-I ike
i njection type.
Variable-angle sector motor tests using inJection systems
similar to those tested on longitudinal hardware have resulted in values
of the sensitive time lag and interaction indices for alcohol-oxygen
close to those determined longitudinally. This was the expected result,
since both methods measure pressure sensitivity alone with differences
due to nozzle effects, ik)rking with 30° sector increments on the trans-
verse tests, naturally the same precision a_ attained in the longitudinal
testing was not possible.
Specific tests were designed to compere longitudinally and trans-
versely obtained combustion parameters using ttin same distributed inJector
arrangement (i.e., 36 Impinging radially oriented pairs on the 560 ° motor
i_a
with each pair covering an equal area of injector face). Only the lower
angle limit couJd be determined on the transverse tests because of
uncertainties in the gas dynamic behavior at the chamber center at angles
above IBO°. Using suitable axial velocity distributions in the longi-
tudinal case (the variable-length sector motor with the multi-orifice
nozzle was used)p good agreement was found to exlst between combustion
parameter values determined by the two experimental methods, thus
confirming the applicability of the pressure sensitive theory to both
longitudinal and transverse modes of osci Ilation.
Additional testing using the variable-length sector motor with
the multi-orifice nozzle Involved the short hole (L/D _5) and long
hole (L/D _20) t_ngentlally oriented distributed injectors. Although
some difficulties were found in determining certain stability limits,
agreement between the instabi I ity regimes of al I three injector
configurations was good. Performance versus length measurements provided
data for velocity distributions in the alcohol-oxygen rocket motor. Nozzle
heat transfer calculations were made to determine true performance of the
injection system.
A reproducible shift in the upper mixture ratio limit was
found for the fuel-on-oxidizer doublet injector (I x 12) t when it was
subjected to pulsedlimitstesting (fuel-to-oxidizer pulse orienl_tion).
The shift increased with pulse strength. Howeverw when the pulse orien-
tation was reversed the limit shift data became erratic.
Concurrent with the pulsed limits testing was a study of the
pulse itself. These studies_ conducted in an optical rocket motor,
suppl led data on: the initial shock wave path across the chamber, the
_e
mature of the spinning wave produced, initial amplitude and decay rates
for various combinations of powder charges and burst diaphragms, effect
of chamber pressure on initial amplitude and decay rate, ability of
nitrogen to supply pulses to the system and ability to produce radial
and standing modes in addition to the spinning tangential mode.
Pulsed I imitstesting was continued on I ike-on-I ike injector
spuds which were shown to be highly sensitive to the presence of pulse
disturbances. Normal motor operation sho_:l only a narrow range for the
spinning tangential mode and even this was not always reproduced. For
these tests no baffle was normally used and when a baffle was employed
even the narrow region of Instability associa_d with theO. I// fan spacing
could be eliminated. However, using theQl#andO.2_spaced spray fans,
pu I sed I lm its were shown to extend the sp inn i ng mode reg line over the
entire range of operating mixture ratio in a number of instances. Data
tended to indicate that some of the IoweP strength pulses were very
effective in inducing the spinning tangential mode with certain orientations.
As the pulse limits tests progressed, it was found to be increasingly
important to evaluate the initial pulse amplitude in the chamber. These
data wereprovided from the tape recordstand the amplitude scatter indicated
effect. = of combustion were present.
The oxidizer-to-fuel pulsedorientation was shown to be the most
effective in these pulse limits tests. When the opposite orieniation
was used in the_l'lspacing tesl_, the final wave orientation _s the reverse
of the initial pulse direction iedlcating the directional preference
0 to F . However, with theO.2_aspacing at higher mixture Patio and high
pulse levels (initial peak-to-peak pressure amplitude above 75 psi)t
.high amplitude waves were produced in the fuel-to-oxidizer direction.
Much of the pulsed limits data can only be considered preliminary at this
time with many aspects still to be investigated.
Basic studies on the spacial distribution of vaporization and
the effect of spinning tangential waves on the droplet fan are being
carried out theoretically and experimentally. Another basic study
concentrates on the influence of the instantaneous droplet size on
combustion instability. Theoretical and experimental work is also under-
way in this area. Other areas being treated theoretically involve a
rigorous approach to some of the underlying principles in the instability
theory as conceived to date and an extension of these concepts to the
non IInear case.
111. DI_USSlON
A. Injection Orientation
In covering the progress of the research, first the general
problem of combustion instability in liquid rocket motors will be
discussed.
In the previous reports on "linear" combustion instability (i.e.,
instability which spontaneously builds up from a small disturbance Ref. I,
4,5), the question of velocity sensitivity was shown to be of considerable
importance. This subject was covered in detail in a technical report (Ref. 4).
Although longitudinal modes of instability can be explained in terms of
the pressure sensitive theory alone, the transverse modes present a more
complex situation. Pressure sensitivity is still important, but now
velocity effects must also be considered. Shifts in the stability regimes
Be
were caused by the velocity effects present (Ref. 4). Baffles placed in
• e motor (extend ing d iametr ica IIy across the injector) suppressed these
effects. With the baffle in place, either instability disappeared or
the spinning mode was changed to the far less dangerous (from a heat
transfer standpoint) standing mode. Often such baffles were only
necessary for stabilization of the spinning mode during the starting
transients and seconds later, when the baffle burned away, the motor
rema i ned stab I e.
Looking at the velocity effect from a linear standpoint (Ref. 4),
one can surmise that arrangements of the injection elements also should
offer a means to attain stable operation. Using the 12-spud injector
(9-inch chamber, 7-inch injection diameter and spuds designed for 1.4
mixture ratio for ethyl alcohol, liquid oxygen) with fuel-on-oxidizer
impingements, Figure i illustrates some of the orientation arrangements
possible. The linear theory assumes an enhancement of the combustion
process with velocity in one direction and a reduction in combustion
rates with the velocities in the opposite direction (Ref. 4). Among the
spud orientations in Figure I, some are so arranged as to cancel the
spinning mode; e.g., the 6 x 2, 2 x 6 arrangements (the first number
refers to the number of individual groups, while the second refers to
the number of spuds per group). When all the spuds are oriented in the
same direction (I x 12) t the spinning mode is naturally favored. Other
arrengements include the 4 x 3 and 12 x I orientations, which encourage
the standing mode and one odd combination which favors the spinning
mode to a lesser degree (2 x 5 + 2 x !).
Zn all of these orientation tests, we are discussing tangentially
oriented spuds, where the injector holes are tangent lothe injection circle
.and the spray fans therefore fall on injector radii.
First discussing the test results of the I x 12 InJector, it
is seen in Figure 2 that a number of operating conditions are compared.
First the rocket chamber was operated in the conventional fashion t
denoted as whole chamber tests. Tests were between two and three
seconds duration. Ignition was accompl lshed using three solid propel-
lant Ignitors, igniting a mixture of hydrogen gas and full-flow oxygen.
This method insured reproducible transient behavior - free of the ignition
variations that had proved to be a problem in Ref. I.
Two series of tests were run on the whole chamber. The earliest
series used only a single pressure transducer and hence the direction of
the spinning waves could not be detected. A later series using two
transducers at a 90°interval on the chamber perimeter, Indicated that
contrary to expectations the direction of the spin was not constant.
The direction was expected to be from the oxidizer rich side of the
injection spray fan toward the full rich side, Such a mixture ratio
distribution across the spray fan of a doublet was found by Somogyi and
Fei ler, Ref. 6. The reason for the combustion enhancement direction
being from oxidizer to fuel in this case, is that a cryogenic such as
liquid oxygen vaporizes more rapidly than the ethyl alcohol and hence
is more readily displaced by the resulting velocity disturbances. This
movement improves the mixture ratio distribution and enhances the
combustion. How well this model works out wi I i be shown later from
like-on-like injector testing.
When a diamel_ai baffle was placed in the I x 12 Injector-
chamber combination the spinning mode was eliminated. The stability limit
I0.
was shifted from 1.6 for the spinning mode (whole chamber case) to
1.2 - 1.3 for the standing mode baffle case (shown as "with baffle"
t _. I sac in Figure 2). The placement of the baffle, typical of all the
orientation tests, is shown in Figure 3. An electrical contact on one
end of the aluminum baffle provided a clear Indication of when the baffle
had burned away. This was recorded along with transducer data on the
FM tape.
Using the two 1Tansducer position indicated in Figure _5t both
spinning and standing modes could be readily identified. Figure 4a
illustrates typical standing mode data taken in this manner. Higher
standing modes (second tangential) were present In some cases. The
direction of spin is determined by the same two pressure transducers
and the characteristic =ave shape Is illustrated. The buildup to the
spinning wave after baffle burnout Is shown in Figure 4b. The charac-
teristic narrow, peaked waves _ssociated with the tTansverse spinning
modes point clearly to the absenceof shocks and represent a proof
against the often advanced suggestion that transverse modes can be
related to transverse detonation waves (see Appendix D).
After the baffle burns awayp Figure 2 Indicates that the
spinning tangential oscillations are present to a mixture ratio
higher than the whole chamber case. Zn discussing the other cases tested
(6 x 2, 2 x 6 and 4 X 3), we will find that this was the only InStance in
which such higher limits occurred. Additional tests were .=dep which
determined that the region between the limit found with the whole
chamber and the highest limit found after baffle burnout ms mixed
with stable runs. Also to be noted is that the direction of spin changed
more than once as mixture ratio =as Increased. This offered further
II.
proof that these spuds were not behaving as the doublet tested in Ref. 6.
In testing the 6 x 2 and 2 x 6 orientations, no preferential
spin direction was expected. Tests were performed in the same manner
as in the I x 12 case with the results shown in Figures 5 and 6. In
both cases no substantial changes were detected in the whole chamber
operation as compared to the I x 12 case; i.e., stability limits were
close to the 1.6 mixture ratio point. With the baffle in place, the
6 x 2 and 2 x 6 showed a band of second tangential standing mode
oscillations, which extended from the 1.2 r region to the 1.5 r region.
Thls was not present In the I x 12 case. Below 1.2 r all three cases
exhibited first tangential standing mode instability. The greatest
variation between the 6 x 2 and 2 x 6 cases and the results from the I x 12
was the difference in behavior after baffle burnout. Both showed a small
but noticeable decrease in the instability limit based on mixture ratio
(from 1.6+ for the whole chamber to 1.5 for the "without baffle" conditions),
while the I x 12 showed an increase.
The most surprising of the orientation tests involved the
4 x 3 injector (see Figure 7), which conceptually should have shown a
greater tendency toward standing mode instability. Even the whole motor
data with this arrangment showed deviations from the previous tests.
The maximum mixture ratio for the occurrence of spinning wave combustion
instability was again in the 1.6+ range. However, stable and intermittent
oscillations were found at mixture ratios as low as 1.3. With the baffle
in place the first tangential standing mode was only found during the lowest
mixture ratio run (0.8 F) with a region of intermittent oscillations
present near 1.0 r . After baffle burnout, this intermittent region moved
12.
up only slightly (I.I F) and the spinning mode was extended to a mixture
ratio of 1.0. This is a considerable drop from the 1.5 range of even the
6 x 2 and 2 x 6 types.
These tests illustrated that considerable alterations in the
unstable regions of rocket motor operation can be accomplished by
orientation of the injection patterns. However, as the I x 12 tests
indicatedp the doublet fuel-on-oxidizer spud does not possess the same
spatial distribution of fuel and oxidizer rich zones within the spray
fans for operation at different mixture ratios which is a requirement
for evaluation of velocity effects. Hence, the data from these tests
could not be expected to conform to the predictions originally advanced.
Like-on-like injection, with controlled placement of the droplet spray
fans of each propellant, is being used in current, "pulsed limits,"
testing and will be described later in this report.
B. Sector Motor (Variable-Angle)
One method of separating the effects of velocity from those
of pressure has involved the use of the sector motor concept. This
experimental approach is covered in detail in the ARS Reprint (Ref. 3)
included with this report. In order to better compare pressure sensitive
effect associated with longitudinal and trdnsverse mode hardware, the
sec+or concept is used in two ways. First as in Ref. 3, the variable-
angle sector motor is utilized (with a suitable Injector) to determine
transverse stability limits with a precision of Z_)° (the sector angle
variation is limited to 50 ° variations for the injectors in question
so as to maintain identical combustion characteristics). If on the
other hand, the sector angle is limited to the minimum value (50o) such
13.
that no transverse oscillations are present (angular variation would not
prevent radial oscillation_but these do not appear to be a problem for
the injectors in question), the length may be varied in the search for
longitudinal stability limits. A comparison of the combustion parameters
(the pressure-sensitive time lag "_" and the p-sensitive interaction index
, Ref. 9) for the transverse and the longitudinal cases is then
possible.
The varlable-angle sector motor for transverse testing is
shown in Figure 8. Although angular variation between 30 ° and 360 ° can
be accomplished recent tests have been limited to 180 ° or less because
of the uncertain gas dynamics boundary conditions at the center of the
motor for angles greater than 180 ° (Ref. 3 and 4). One kind of injector
used is the distributed type (each spud occupies the same injector area)
with capaOilities of 90 ° spud orientation (i.e., tangential or radial
arrangements) and propellant flow control to each group of three spuds
(per 30 ° sector), see Figure 9.
Problems of operation have plagued this particular injector
design, which requires sealing between the fuel and oxidizer manifolds.
This has been accomplished with varying degrees of success by teflon
"0" rings, metallic "0" rings, teflon coated metallic "0" rings, and
finally, all metal seals. No method resulting in a truly satisfactory
solution.
Using a radial spud orientation, tests were made at sector
angles of 90, 120, 150 and 180 degrees covering the operational mixture
ratio range. As seen in Figure I0 only the 180 ° tests indicated flrst
tangential standing mode instability with the lower limit falling between
14.
150 ° and 180 ° . Since we are limited to a maximum of 180 ° and because
the next limit based on other transverse testing would occur above 240 ° ,
only a limited amount of data on the combustion parameters is forthcoming
from these tests. We can calculate the sensitive time lag _ (based
on limit of 165 ° , independent of mixture ratio using _ = 0.9 from the
theoretical curves of Ref. 4 as 0.2 millisec, and also conclude that
fails to show strong mixture ratio sensitivity. Obviously such data ape
quite limited for comparison.
More typical of the sector tests with injection concentrated
at one injection circle are the tangential orientation tests for the
9" chamber, 7" injection diameter case, using 12 spuds operating at
150 psia and I000 Ib nominal thrust. As is shown in Figure II, the limit
between stable operation and first tangential mode instability occurs
between 90 ° and 120 ° at low mixture ratios and moves above 120 ° for
high r . The same trend is found for the upper limit, where 180 ° sector
tests exhibit second tangential mode oscillations below 1.7 r and first
tangential above this mixture ratio. From these data both q_" and 71_ can
be calculated and typical values would be: for r = !.0; q_* 0.135 mllli-
secs, 71. = .6; r = 1.65; '_ 0.140 milllsecs, 7_, .65 and for
r = 2.4 _L_* = 0.161 millisecs, _L = .6_. The region covered in these
tests in the 3q, , _'* Co_/rc * plane is indicated in Figure 12. We
could apply two restfictlons: (I) that except at the design mixture ratio
(I.4), the angular deviation of the resultant spray causes the nearby
walls of the sector to alter the results(although the spray fan would not
impinge on the wall, the recirculation pattern on the wall side still could
be modified) and (2) that if 180 ° tests tndicate the existence of second
tangential mode instability; then the first mode should have been
15.
expected at an angle somewhat less than 90 ° (since this was not shown
experimentally it again would indicate that possibly wall effects vary as
the angle changes). Then the value of %_would be closer to 0.12 milli-
sacs and _ close to .7. However, since the resultant momentum direction
is deviated only ±5 ° over the 0.8 to 2.2 mixture ratio range, the effects
just mentioned should have only a very limited influence (especially in
the light of combustion data indicating essentially completed combustion
w i'thin two inches of the injector face).
C. Sector Motor (Variable-Length)
In order to provide a meaningful comparison between the trans-
verse and longitudinal methods of determining the combustion parameters,
several important items were consldered in the experimental approach.
First, we were looking for a comparison of the p-sensitive combustion
parameters, therefore it was important that v-sensitivity was not
present in sector angle and sector length testing. The same combustion
pattern was essentlal together with as one-dimensional a pattern as
possible. Thus, a distributed type injection was used with the variable-
length sector motor (see Figure 13) using one group of three injection
spuds, while the variable angle sector motor used _ /30 ° times as many.
Finally, the damping characteristics of the nozzle of the variable-length
motor were adjusted so that marginal stability could be observed (since
the nozzle tends to damp the longitudinal mode and actually slightly
enhances the transverse modes (Ref. 3,4,7) it was necessary to decrease
the longitudinal damping). The multi-orifice accomplished the desired
adjustment and is shown in Figure 13 (a cross section may also be seen
in Figure 20).
16.
The tests performed on the variable-length sector hardware
used three variations of the distributed injector. The standard injector
hole arrangment (L/D of the holes _ 5, 1.4 r design, included angle
55½° ) was used for two series of tests, one with the radial orientation
the other with the tangential. The other injector type was based on
the work of Rupe (Ref. 8) and utilized injection holes of 20 to I L/D ,
preceded by a turbulence induction length (threaded passage).
The first tests using the multl-oriflce nozzle were madewith
the tangentially-oriented, short-hole injector. The results of the
testing plotted on a mixture ratio, chamber length basis are shown in
Figure 14. Short length limits of stability, and the stability boundary
at higher mixture ratios were well defined. Some problems in dlfferentlating
between stable and unstable operation were present at the lower mixture
ratios and to a lesser degree at the long length limits of the first
tangential mode. When questions of exact limits arose, the wave shape,
frequency and steadiness of the oscillation were taken into account in
deciding which points were unstable and which were marginal or basically
stable. The existence of definite regions of unstable operation was
far different than the tests using the same injector and conventional
nozzle arrangement (Ref. I), where the motor was completely stable from
the 6" to 24" lengths. The data from the short-hole, radially oriented
tests are presented in Figure 15. If one compares these results and
those obtained with the tangential orientation, it is seen that in both
cases the lower limits are close to 6 inches, the upper limits are close
to 12 inches and that Instability occurs over a range of mixture ratios
from 1.0 to 1.8. Similar behavior would be expected with velocity and
sensitivity absent. The influence of the walls in this 30 ° sector motor
17.
could easily explain the variations in the exact instability regime
boundaries. Changes in the spray fan interaction between the radial
and tangentially oriented arrangements mayalso explain these variations.
The long-hole injector also yielded a slmilar range of stabillty
limits with a slight shift to higher mixture ratios and longer lengths
(see Figure 16). Another difference between the long-hole and short-hole
tests was that the early tests on this injector clearly determined the
stability limits, which were relatively free from the intermittent b
behavior characteristics of the short-hole testing. However, later
confirming tests, although indicating the same lower mixture ratio limit,
shed doubt on the exact upper mixture ratio limit. Flow checks of the
injector provided no clue as to the reason for the shift. Performance
of the long-hole and the short-hole is compared in Figure 17 for both
stable and unstable operation at the I0 and 12 inch lengths. The c
versus mixture ratio curves are similar for both injectors with the per-
formance of the short-hole reaching slightly higher levels•
With the initiation of the long-hole tests, the cavity-type
strain gage pressure trans_ers were incorporated in the system for
steady-state pressure measurement. It was, therefore, possible to
makean accurate survey of c versus mixture ratio for chamber lengths
from 2 to 15 inches. Thesedata, as shown in Figure 18,are necessary for
the determination of the combustion distribution, whlch is a prerequisite
for finding accurate values of _" and }_ It can be seen from Flgure 18
that at design mixture ratio (1.4) the performance with the 2 inch length
Is the sameas that for 3, 4 and 6 inches. Thus, as in the previous
tests with fuel-on-oxidizer doublet injection, the combustion zone is
primarily located In the first 2 inches. At high mixture ratio, a
18.
spread in performance is evident with the combustion zone apparently
extending close to 3 inches. Only a few percentage points Increase
in performance was gained by going to the 15 inch length.
The combustion parameter data from tests with the radial hole
orientation can supply comparative values of the sensitive time lag and
interaction indexp since it is the same Injector arrangment used in the
transverse tests. In determining the combustion parameters for the
longitudinal casep it has been previously mentioned that the axial
combustion distribution is of prime importance. The truth of this state-
ment can be seen in the following illustration. From the c versus
chamber length data in Figure 18 and previous information on axial
combustion distributions with impinging injection (Ref. IO)e we can
determine the axial velocity distribution in the chamber. These distri-
butions are shown in Figures 19a and 19b together with the associated
plots of _" and 71_ for the multi-orifice nozzle. Actually• the
critical aspect of the combustion distributions is not the "tail" at
longer lengths, but rather the exact location of the region of maximum
slope (i.e,, region of maximum burning rate). Figure 19a places this
region at approximately 1½ inches from the injector face• while Figure Igb
plaues it at apprnximately I.I inches. Thus t The present distributions
bracket previous data (Ref. I0 placed this region at I.3 _ inches
from the face for a similar fuel-on-oxidizer doublet injector).
Using these two combustion distributions• the following values
of _" and 1_ are determined at a mixture ratio of I.4-- from Figure 19at
_" = 0.17 millisecs and _ = 1.19= from Figure 19b, _" = 0.165 millisecs
and _, = .9 . Since the values from the transverse motor were _ = 0,2 .
mill isecs an _ = .9 • we c_, see that values determined from the two
methods are in good agreement. These data• together with longitudinal,
19.
transverse combustion parameter comparisons in Ref. 3, confirm the
applicability of the pressure sensitive time lag and interaction index
to both longitudinal and transverse mode calculations. Of course, in
the transverse spinning case, v-sensitivity effects also must be taken
into account.
In determining the combustion parameters from the stability
diagrams in Figures 14, 15 and 16, some interesting problems develop.
To theoretically analyze the data, the input information which should be
known includes the geometry of the nozzle, the velocity distribution as
a function of mixture ratio and the mean chamber gas temperature (also a
function of mixture ratio). In addition, if a verification of the theory
is to be carried out (i.e., comparisons of experimental and theoretical
limits as in Ref. II), the oscillation frequency at either a lower or
upper stability limit must be known. Besides the problems which enter into
the normal determination of the above information, some new problems
are associated with these specific tests. These problems can be traced
to the cooling of the multi-orifice nozzle. Because of the uncertainty
In the distribution of the heat transfer in the subsonic portion of the
nozzle, the Mach number at the nozzle entrance is no longer known.
Furthermore, the application of the isentropic nozzle admittance theory
is no longer valid. This problem is not as severe as it might seem,
however, since the subsonic portion of the multi-orifice nozzle is very
short. Thus, the nozzle acts in an almost quasi-steady fashion and only
slightly affects the stability calculations. A serious effect of this
heat transfer is to essentially invalidate the method most commonly
employed to determine the chamber temperature and velocity distribution -
0.
that of the characteristic velocity measurement for various chamber lengths.
Further information on this subject may be found in Appendix Ao Unless
the nozzle heat transfer distribution is known t c cannot be cocw.._rted
to chamber sound speed. A method to correct for such heat transfer effects
is found in Appendix B.
Even though a rough Idea of the veloCity dis4Tibution may be
gained by the c_ measurement (see Figure 18) and assumption of chamber
exit Nach number, highly accurate sound speed measurements are required
for these tests. This is because the short nozzle and rathe¢ narrow
inst_bility regions crowd the non-dimensional frequency range_ (_ L /c o ,
into a very limited range of values. When this occurs, computation of
and 1_ from length limits and frequency measurements is very sensitive
to the non-dimensional frequency, which contains the sound speed. Further-
more, the frequency which is measured is usually a frequency associated
with fully developedp high amplitude oscillatlone which will certainly
differ sl ightly from the acoustic frequency. Final lyp the rather narrow
instability regions in Figure 14_ 15 and 16 indicate that the inl_raction
index is very close to its minimum permissible value to cause instability
in these tests. This requires still greater accuracy in the eon-dlmensional
dimensional frequency measurement.
Because of these d.ifficultie$ t it =as decided to abandon
previous approach of comparing experimental and t1_retlcally ¢alcut=t_l
limits, but rather both limits were used to dehmnmine the combusti_
parameters.. Then _ and _ may be directly computed from Figure 19
the experimental I imit curves without a frequency and sound _
ment (except as required to convert _ _¢o _ to _;o Tt should "I= be
21.
recognized that only one velocity distribution was used in the _" -
determination, whereas some changes will take place in off-design operation.
From these measurements a novel method of determining the
nozzle heat transfer is possible. The c t data in Figure 18 allow an
estlmte of Co /Co reference versus chamber length, where Co reference
is the sound speed at L = 15 inches. Also with a knowledge of _'_
the nondimensional frequency at a stability limit may be calculated.
a_
Then measurements of the physical frequency can be converted to co
which, in turn, may be used to find Co reference • If the sound speed
at L = 15 inches versus mixture ratio is converted to c_ through an
isenlToplc nozzle relation_ the resulting c_ curve is shown in
Figure 20a. Then the difference in ct at 15 Inches, which was
actually measured t end this fictitious c t should represent the effect
of heat transfer in the nozzle end Indicate an appropriate value of
(see Appendix B). The large amount of data scatter is due to the rough-
hess of the method and the difficulties inherent in stability limit
determination. These results should be viewed from the standpoint of
checking the magnitude of the heat transfer corrections as shown in
Figure 20b rather than for their quantitative value.
Figure 20a represents the heat transfer loss to the nozzle
as the difference between the performance evaluated at 15 inches and
that calculated from the frequency data. Figure 20b is based on the
direct heat transfer calculations covered in Appendix B. Zn Figure 2Oh,
rather than adding the heat transfer performance loss to the measured
performancet the curves represent "revised _ theoretical performance on
which one can base percentage theoretical calculations. Depending on
the assumptions Involved, the heat transfer corrections vary considerebly;
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e.g., f = 0.342 represents fully turbulent flow in the constant area
section "A" of the multi-orifice nozzle (i.e., 34.2J_ of the heat transfer
occurs in the subsonic portion of the nozzle)p vhi le f - 0.5 represents
50_ heat transfe_ in the subsonic portion. It can be seen that ttke belt
transfer predictions from Flgures20a and 20b are of the same order of
magnitude and hence the performance of the variable-length sector motor
is of the order of 95_ of theoretical. Typical of the range of o/_ and _,
values associated with the variable-length sector motor tests of the
distributed Injectors are those shown in Figure 21. The iong-kole
tangential ly oriented Injector limits were used for this plot.
Before leaving the discussion of the longitudinal mode, the
testing on the square motor is again in progress. As mentioned In
Ref. I, the square motor hardware has shown its m Jot attribute to date
in supplying heat transfer rates at or beyond the limits of todaySs
water-cooled transducers (15 Btu/in 2 sec or greater). This particular
activity has been taken over by the variable-length sector motor e
operating with a special chamber section that allows for evaluation
of three transducers at once from a heat transfer standpoint (heat
transfers up to 6 Btu/in 2 sec are capable wlth that hardware).
Consequentlyp the testing on the square motor is with a 4 x 4 (16 pairs)
l ike-on-I ike injection system and only preliminary data are avai Jable at
this time.
D. Pulsed Limits Tests
So far we have been discussing spontaneous stability Jllits
testing; however, rocket systems are not limited to this "limmrn type.
Perturbations during normal operation from a number of possible causes
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(probably most important of all, the starting transients) can readily
initiate nonlinear combustion instability. To investigate nonlinear
Instability regimes a series of "pulsed Instability limlts" tests were
made.
The same experlmental hardware was used as in the spud orientation
tests (see page 8)j with the addition of the pulsing device. The pulses
were produced flrlng a charge of smokeless plstol powder behind a
calibrated burst dlaphragm. The resultant shock wave entered the chamber
through a tangentially oriented port (see Figure 22). The pulse gun was
covered in detail in Ref. 2. The pulses that were chosen as references
were the 45-20 (where the first number indicates the powder charge in
grains and the second number indicates the burst diaphragm rating
divided by I000 psi), 30-10 and 15-7.5, wlth the later addition of 15-2
and 15-I comblnatlons. Evaluation of the effect of various parameters
on the pulses produced was carried out as a separate study in the
"optical rocket motor" and is described In detall in Appendix C.
Initial pulse limits testing involved the I x 12, fuel-on-
oxldizer doublet Injector in the 500 Ib thrust level alcohol-oxygen
motor. A baffle was utilized in order to eliminate nonlinear starting
transient effects with the shock pulse following one second after baffle
burnout, shutdown was I/2 to I second later (see bottom of Figure 22).
The initial direction of pulsing was from the oxidizer rich side of the
spray fan toward the fuel rich side (Ref. 6). As pointed out in the
orientation tests t the fuel-on-oxidizer doublet failed to show a con-
sistent direction of spin for the tangential wave contrary to initial
expectations. The same problems that plagued the orientation testing
complicated the situation in the pulse limits testing. When pulsed
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from oxidizer-to-fuel the shift in stability timits were erratic. How-
ever when the pulse was oriented from fuel to oxidizer the upper mixture
ratio limit shifted in a reproducible manner. This shift is illustrated
in Figure ?_:3, where the upper limit moves to higher mixture ratios as
the pulse strength is increased. The effect of pulsing from fuel to
oxidizer at high mixture ratio will be discussed more fully for the case
of the I ike-on-I ike inJector.
The fact that the oxidizer-to-fuel pulse produced erratic limit
shift behavior and the inconsistency in the direction of spin resulting
from the orientation tests, made it imperative in the pulse limit tests to
utilize an injection system that had a known spatial distribution of fuel
and oxidizer droplets. The type injection element used next was the like-
on- like type, In which fuel impinged on fuel at 90 ° inc4uded angle a
known distance away from an oxidizer Impinging on oxidizer. The spacing
between spray fans was chosen asO. I inch initially, and due to the
design of the passages in each agreed, there was also a spacing in the
perpendicular direction; i.e., the spud placed In the tangential
orientation produces sprays spaced ;nitlallyO. I Inch apart (parallel
to a radius), however, one spray center Is 0.15 inches further from
the center of the chamber than the other. This arrangement has many
similarities to the ring-type injection used in high thrust rocket
motors, since in that case fuel and oxidizer doublets are at varying
distances from the center of the chamber (alternate rings of fuel and
ox i d i zer).
Using theO. l#spacing spuds in the tangentially orienlld
arrangement, initial tests were made with the pulse (from oxidizer to
fuel). Since at this point in the testing only one pulse gun position
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was available oxidizer had ?o be on the outside for these tests (i.e. the
oxidizer spray fan was closer to the chamber wall).
This point Can perhaps be visualized best by referring to Figure 24
where the shock pulse gun on the left was used (actually this diagram
is of a later experimental configuration). No matter _hlch way the spud is
rotated in this figure the fan closer to the pulse gun also Is closer ?o
the outer wall. Since this aspect of the fan orientations is significant, the
necessity for the two pulse gun system of Figure 24 is clear.
Returnlng to the 0.1 et spacing tests, the results are shown in
Figure 25. The chamber under normal opera?lng conditions is shown to be
very stable. Only one test was unstable and that was not able to be reproduced
in several attempts. However, for the two pulses levels used (45-20 and
30-10) it was possible to initiate sustained spinning tangentlal mode
osclilatlons up to mixture ratios of 1'5 . The spin direction was the
same as the pulse direction (oxidizer tD fuel). Testing was limited on
this configuration because of hardware erosion at the pulse entrance port
due to excess oxygen near the wall surface.
To improve the conditions at the port after several repairs with
copper welding, the spray fans were reversed. Thus, the pulse was from
fuel to oxidizer with the fuel on the outside. Rather than an Immediate
transltion to unstable operation following the pulse, as was the case
previously, the amplitude first decayed. Figure 26 shows the hlstory of
events that followed: after decay, ?he standing mode was set up within
the chamber, this in turn made the transition into a spinning wave ?ravelling
from oxygen to fuel (opposite to the Initial pulse direction).
The pulsed limits determined with this experimental configuration
are shown in Figure 27. Here the non-pulsed motor showed a narrow region
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of spinning mode Instability which could be ellmlnaYed using baffles durlng
the start. ]n this region (1.3 mixture ratio and below), low mnl_|itude
slnusoldal ascl I latlons were present. Thls closoly reseabled the pressure
records obtained at the stablllty limits of the longltudlnal mode. Thls
zone did not seem to be effected by pulsing the chamber _nd |t may tentatlvely
be looked upon as perhaps a purely pressure sensltlve region (v - effects are
absent).
As the strength of the pulse charges was Increased the reglnm
covered by the spinning tangentlal mode rose from the IV F range (no pulse)
lo above 2.6 F for the 45-20 combination. Records In the stable range of
operation Just beyond spinning wave Instshill1_f llmll_ allowed an evaluation
of the pulses fired Into an operating rocket motor. The data from these
tests are shown in Flgures 28 end 29. Zt Is evident that both the Inltlal
amplitude and the decay rate are higher for the low mixture rltlo pulses.
Thus, It would appear necessary to examine more closely the splnnlng wave
which each pulse produces In the operatlng chamber, In order to fairly
evaluate limits. At this polnt In the testlng, the(:_l#sl_clng InJector
spuds ha¢ eroded to the point where testing had to he discontinueo.
A redesigned spud, which provldea Improved cooling to the ilp
of the InJection orifices, was used as the Pulsld Ii1111 11its were contlnuedo
The Spacing for these tests iere_2 inch and together with the two pulse gun
chamber section (see Figure 24) all four configurations could be Inve/tlgated,
The four arrangements are: pulse from oxidizer to fuel; oxidizer on the
outside (O-_F), and fuel _ the oull)lde (O.._F'_, and fhe pulse FrO
fuel to axidizer; oxidizer on the _tslde ( F'_0t. ait¢l fuel on the outside
i
(F_O). The barred rlgtatlon Indicated the outside Wily fan. See l_ig_re 30
for a diagram of the four IrrllngeIontlo
Data from these tests will be compared with the Initial peak-to-
peak pressure of the spinning wave produced by the pulse. Thls Is Important
when one considers the apparent Influence of combustion on the pulse
strength illustrated by the initial an_01itude versus mixture ratio for the
45-20 combination sh_n in Figure,.Here it is seen that higher amplitudes
are associated with the low mixture ratio firings. _llis was also shown
in Figure 28 versus Figure 29 for the 30-iO. Data on initial amplitudes
Ee taken fr_ Visicorder records after slow speed playback (20 to I reduction)
from the _ tape recorder.
Typical of this type of record are the pulsed limits data from
the 0_ |oxidizer to fuel direction, fuel on the outside) tests as shown
in Figure 32. If we separate the stability regions with a dotted line, we
can see that the region of instabil ity broadens as the pulse strength is
increased. This ml ght be tern_d the "expected" resu Its.
Tests with the fuel on the outside and pulses from the other
direction, _+0, provided only one instance of instability in eight tests
across the mixture ratio spectrum. These tests at the 45-20 level, fai led
to repeat the unstable point, which was spinning in the O_F direction.
When the oxidizer was placed on the outside, the stability regions
changed considerably. Figure 33 shows the O_F data. Here we find that
stability limits are well defined at the high initial pulse levels (above
140 psi peak-to-peak) but are stability regions mixed at the low pulse
levels. It is also noted that, although stable operation was present for
mixture ratios above 2.2 in the high pulse cases (45-20 and 30-10), the
low pulse tests (15-20charges rather than 15-10)were able to produce either
unstable or n_rginally stable operation as high as 2.6 mixture ratio.
Until more tests are _de in the region between the high and low pulse levels,
these data must be considered preliminary; however, the possibility of critical
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pulse values (that is, values which are more effective than magnitudes
above as well as below) does present itself.
Zn each of these instability regions the direction of the spin
uas from the oxidizer lo the fuel (O_F). With this in mind, the last
group of rocket motor pulsed limits tests are presented in Figure _.
These data are for the F_O case and it is seen that at high mixture
ratios there exists an instability region where the wave Is In the F_O
direction. Amplitudes of the resultant spinning waves were quite high
when compared with previous data. A possible explanation of this behavior
Is being sought via a =odel which considers the special vaporization history
of different propellants based on injection velocity.
No study of the n_nlinear effects of combustion instability uould
be complete with rocket motor tests alone. From a theoretical standlx)lnt, •
model has been investigated which assumes a rotating detonation wave in
an annular chamber. Zn the final analysis, this model was not applicable to
cases of interest in liquid propellant rocket motors without major revision.
This analysis is presented in detail in Appendix D.
A new mathematical technique has come to our attention =hlch
should prove extreemly useful in the analysis of non-linear Colbultion
instability. The technique is known as the characteristic ¢Oocdinlte
pertur bat I on method. Much of the dave Iolment of th i $ method was a¢c_Bp I ; shed
by M. J. Lighthl II and C. C. Lin.
The method involves _ recasting of the variables with the charJctl _
istic coordinates as the new independent variables and the space Ind tim
variables are now dependent variables. This is necessary for JathemJti¢•l
rigor but will not be explained here. All dependent variables are =ritten
as a Taylor series in an amplitude factor and a standard perturbation
analysis is made.
Crocco's time lag theory is employed and the partters _ and
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• (, are Introduced when a solution of the cccnbustion instability
problem is attempted.
At the start, a study of the longitudinal mode only has been
attempted but a study of the transverse mode as well Is Intended. A non-
linear analysis of oscillating flow in nozzles will be associated with
th i S study.
So far, only the first order solution has been obtained for the
longitudinal case, but the second order solution should be obtained in the very
nelr future. As would be expected, the first order solution agrees with
that obtained by Crocco by a separation of variables technique. That is,
certain relationships bel_een the time lag, interaction index, and
frequency ==re found which serve as a criterion foe linear Instability. It
Is expected that the non-linear solution wi Ii give certain relations between
these same parm_ters which wi II serve as a _iterion for non-linear instabi lityo
Also, infoneirtion about the existence of shock waves in the chamber should be
o bta Jned.
Several basic experimental approaches to individual aspects of this
complex nonlinear problem are also being investigated. One study deals with
the determination of the instantaneous droplet diameter for injection into a
oscillating pressure chamber. This study was initiated on a theoretlcal basis,
which indicated a relationship between the instantaneous droplet diameter and
_.he burning rate see(Appendix E).
This first study uses the resonating chamber apparatus originally
used for another purpose by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, (see fig. 35). 1In
principle, the apparatus consists of a variable-length chamber and a control led
frequency gas flow. An internal siren, within the inlet gas line, modulates
the flow in a nearly sinusoidal manner (although within the chamber the pulses
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steepen Into characteristic longitudinal shocks), frith the proper frequency
and chamber length relationships oscill_rting pressure amplitudes of 25 psi
peak-to-peak can be produced with this apparatus in the modified condition.
Fig. ]6 shows s(mm typlcel resonance curves of variable length operation.
Sam of the mxliflcations are as follows: Znltlally, because
the gas Inlet line and exhaust lines also had asao¢lated resonanse frequencies,
in addition to the chamber itself, the exhaust line was elimimrh)d and the
exhaust was located near the perimeter of the chamber and holding the spray
part. This was a temporary arrangement whlle tests in_olving the Influence
of chlmber pressure fluctuations on the instantaneous liquid ms flow uere
being made. It ,as expected that the gas flow could then be reversed so that
it would flow in the same direction as the liquid spray and hence provide a
minimum of disturbance. However, the ampl Itude of the pressure oscillations
was reduced considerably when this modification was made (order of I/2 of
former amplitudes) and therefore mope extensive I:>dificetionswere in order.
Further redesign is being undertaken at this time in order to reorient t_e
the gas direction to that of droplet direction. This is an important consideration
in the droplet observations.
Currently droplet size observations ape being carried out under steady-
state conditions. Using a spray tank, capable of attaining rocket chamber
pressures, #he same injector spuds as used in the pulsed limits testing are
being evaluated. This apparatus was previously used 1_ evaluate conical spray
jets (ref. i2). The parameters varied are injector pressure drop, distance
downstream from the point of injection, tank pressure, and the Ibi lity to
change the fluid properties. Observations are made through quartz windows,
which have caused several months delay in the obtaining of the required data.
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The reason is that the window material and homogeneiJ_ are very critical in
mai nta i n i ng the i ntegr i ty of the narrow beam of I i ght. (The I I ght tcatter i ng
technlque, ref. 15, Is used to dete_Blne the I)32 or Sauter l_an diameter)
lmperfectlons In the orlglnal quartz wlndows (even thought optlcal grade
Wl In quallty) caused the clrcular beam of light to be In¢reased In slze and
altered i n shape. After 8 number of tests, it was found thlt homosote quartz
(unrol led in manufacture es Vel the case for optical grade _i) solved the
problem. These steady-state tests are nearing completion and viii be
reported in the next report.
The other basic studies mentioned Include the deter_Inetlon of the
degree of vaporlzatlon of an Impinging jet spray under steady and unsteady
conditionS. The unsteady condition tests would also be concerned wlth The
displacement of vaporlzed propellant as compared lo the llquld droplets.
Flg. 57 shows a schematlc of thls experlmental apparatus. An Inert gas with
controlled turbulence Is seen Io surround the Incoming Implnglng l lquld spray.
The l lquld is temperature and pressure control led so that varylng degrees of
vaporlzatlon may be obtained, l_easurements will use schlleren techniques by
means of windows In the pressurlzed test chamber to determlne the presence of
vaporization. Thls experlment Is currently in progress wlth unsteady aspects of
the epparatus In the deslgn phase. The pulsed stability limits tests have
already Indlcated the Importance of obtaining these data.
APPENDIXA: Effect of the Approximation to the Velocity Distribution in
Instabi I try Calculations
A-I
In order to theoretical ly analyse stabi I ity I imlt data, it is necessary
that the velocity distribution in the chamber be known. The theoretical treat-
ment of the longitudinal stability limits in Reference I1 contains the velocity
distribution In the Integral forms
L
I.
(I)
(2)
(3)
(5)
(6)
maim
(7)
A(,,-)= U.R-TS
13(L, = TR - LL$
m
where L is chamber length, x the axial distance, co the average
chamber speed of sound of the chamber gases, and 60 the frequency of oscillation
at the stability limits. These integrals appear in equations of the form
* _ _ _o / (4)
where n is the interaction index and _ the sensitive time lag. It
has been convenient to replace an observed velocity distribution by a step
function at the point of maximum velocity gradient, with the view in mind
to simplify the theoretical treatment. However, the validity of the assumption
breaks down at short chamber lengths. Since a reasonable representation of the
actual velocity distribution is avaiiable in many cases, it is desirable to
investigate the errors Introduced by several approximations.
Two velocity distributions were chosen and ace presented in Figure 38.
Tf thll is represented "exactly" by an m+l S_Taight line approximation,
equations (I)e (2) and (3) may be computed fron the following formulas:
m-I
= t (I0)
A-2
(II)
(12)
where _i and _i are the coordinates of the endpolnts and L is
assumed to lie between Xm and Xm+I . A four straight line approximation
welS assumed to be "exact" for this analysis. In addition three approximate
distributions were studied.
I. A step function located at the point of maximum velocity gradient.
o A s_rillght line from X = O, u = 0 to X = Xl, u = u^ which is
adjusted so that the Inlegral of the velocity dlstrl_utlon is
exact at the =_xlmum length considered.
3. A step function located so as to fulfill the lame condition as
in 2.
TIwI ¢o_utltlons were carried out on = IBM 1620 ccJ_utlng =wchine
and the resalts are presented Figure 3q. Only the percent error in the
minimum interaction index is Si_un/si_ce the sensitive timm lag and fr_cuency
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at the minimum point are primarily determined by length. Errors in the
la_er two quan?itJes are rarely over I_ .
It is ra?her surprising tO see such s?rong errors appearing in the
minimum interaction index. These are introduced by the fact that _quations
(I) and (2) have oscillating Jntegrands. If could have been reasoned before-
hand that approximations I or 2 would have been best for B (L,_), 2 or .3
should be best for C . No Single approximation is best over the entire range
for A (L_). Even so, ?here appears ?o be no consistent method for predicting
the effect on the interaction index. It appears that the step function at
the maximum velocity gradient gives the best overall behavior but still causes
errors of nearly 20_ at short lengths. As expected, all the approximations
improve as the length becames large.
It is apparent that if accurate data analysis is to be carried out,
the velocity distribution should be represented as accurately as possible.
This has important consequences since it has been found experimental iy that
Interaction indices lie in a very narrow range (0.7 _n _ 1.5), at least
for the cases tested. Thus, if it is eve desirable ?o attempt a correlation
of n and _" with propellant type, mixture ratio and injector type, it is
imperative that the velocity distribution be known quite accurately.
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APPENDIX B: Determination of Characteristic Velocity With Cooled Exhaust Nozzle
The characteristic velocity, c_, in the rocket chamber can usually
be determined by measurement of the chamber pressure Pc, and the propel lent
mess flow, m. The simple relationship
4tc =
is used. This is derived by an analysis of the nozzle flow which assumes steady,
one-dimensional, isentropic flow of a perfect gas with constant specific heats
and molecular weight throughout the converging portion of the nozzle. Also,
negligible Mach number at the nozzle entrance and Mach number one at the
throat are assumed.
However, with highly-cooled exhaust nozzles, this relationship has
not given realistic values for c_. Therefore, an attempt has been made to
establish a relationship whlch satisfactorily determines the characteristic
velocity for the special case of considerable deviation from isentropic nozzle
flow. While removing the isentropic assumption, we should logically keep all
assumptions which do not contradict the postulate that heat transfer exists.
Namely, a steady, one-dimensional flow of a perfect gas with constant specific
heots and molecular ,eight and negligible Mech number at the nozzle entrance
are assumed. Note that with cooling, the sonic point will be slightly upstream
of the throat.
In the case of the cooled nozzle, in addition to measurements of
the chamber pressure and the propellant flow rate, coolant flow rate and the
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temperature difference between the incoming coolant and the outgoing coolant
are determined. This al lows us to calculate the amount of heat transferred
to _he nozzle wal Is in _ready-state operation. However, we are interested
only in the heat transferred upstream of the throat, since disturbances in the
diverging portion do not affect chamber conditions and hence will not enter
the relationship for c_. Although(Pl_ (the total heat transferred to the nozzle
prediction of _: (the
w i ! I be necessary.
walls per unit time) will be measured, a theoretical
percentage of heat transferred upstram_fthe throat)
The analysis proceeds as follows:
For steady state operation,
For a perfect gas with constant specific heat,
(I)
P -jPRT (2)
and
R = Tref. .
(3)
The following relations define Mach number,
and characteristtc v_locity.
stagnation temperature,
N = .5._ (4)
a
T w T + _.-_" (5)
o 2Cp
,+,c m 2 (I-_) (6)
We will consider the chamber pressure, Pc' and the chamber
temperature, Tc, as the stagnation conditions at the nozzle entrance. This
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is in accordance with the assumption of negligible Mach number at this point.
Combining relations (I) through (6), we may obtain
• C _
where the entropy is referenced to chamber conditions.
Evaluating the variables at the throat, we obtain
I+_
Note that In the Isentropic case j
(7)
and relation (7) reduces to the well known
=
By defining
we may write (7) as
w
C _
f-
c="
For small deviations of the throat Mach number from unity, the
deviation of the function
_-I Mz-. _-_1
/vlv:(,/._/_....._/ 9.)_('-_)
from unity is extremely small (See Ref. 14). So we shall assume F (Mt) = I.
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Considering conservation of energy, we have
This gives us the relation
Under our one-dimensional assumption, the fol lowing relationship may be used
" 1_ - Ix
where _ is the amount of heat transferred to the wall per pound miss
of fluld per unit length of nozzle.
Since most of the heat is transferred near the throat, a reasonable
approximation is
Ft R e..,,,,,,<e
I',llOllf
"L
Based on experiment we find thllt '/'_ /
Also t4t_l, so that we may approximate
_r_-i
is of the order
and
_'._. /
_S_ .._ .._...
Within our approximation le can write (8) as
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c"
_ and m are measured experimentally while c*, Tc, Cp,_ . and R may be
calculated theoretically for any fuel-oxidizer combination and any chamber
pressure. Only _ remains undetermined.
The relationship for heat transfer _er unit time for the case of an
axlsymmetric nozzle followed by an axisymmetric constant-area section is
I_Em S_.cT, olV
uhere J% is the convective heat transfer coeff iclent and D is the diameter
of the local section.
%
By def inition
_f _ _o 14.Tto '_&
In the special case of interest, the diverging portion of the nozzle
iS much shorter than either the converging portion or the constant area section
(See Fig. 20). Therefore, the heet transferred while the gas is in this
portion wi I I be eeglected, thus
(IO)
_ I%" ?"V .
(o_4 f ,'t_T
Co, VER(_1_4 k _u--_
_$ R TI ON 5 F_<:";'t o_l
The variation of (_'o-T_) is _t easily determined. However, the
flow is _eorly I=oenergetlc and assuming the variation in wall temperature is
B_
small, wecan write
( _ - 7"_ ) = constant throughout
Thus equation [10) mat be written as
Po RI"i _N
CoNvEP,_ Iv (, (..,o_/f "rA_ T
Pol_,')'foN AREA SELTIOAI
(11)
The variation of D with _ Is known for any particular geometry,
All that mmealns to be determined is J_ and _r "
Fully-developed turbulent pipe TIow m assumed in the constant
area section so that the convective heat transfer coefficient m detemlmKI
in the standard manner. A useful form for the rllattcm" is
idlece/_p is in /_/_'4_-_'/" and the other unl_ll are chosen accordingly.
_- is a factor whlch accounts for variation of the properties thrc_Igh the
boundary layer. Since the diameter II thSl IlarYIon
constant with X and one of our Inte<jrall Is readily
is constlmt, _pil
eva I ulted.
(s_e Ref.15 and 16) for determining heat transfer coefficients In rocket
CoN_7_T
_F_ER _E.C-TtC'N
J
Tn order to evaluate _/_,, a relationship derlwld by D. R. Blrtz
nozzles was used. According to Bartz
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,a. cf
"" -_ 'A "'
" _Io-
_f.', /
where _ is the radius of curvature at the throat.
Here D is a function of X and D-0"8
will appear in our integrand.
For simplicity in the calculation, the nearly conical nozzle in the case
of interest was assumed to be exactly conical so that we could say
D - _ _
ehere a and b are constants related to the geometry. Now we have sufficient
information to evaluate the second integral and 4is determined from (11).
Now, it is possible to detemine C_effect i from (9)ve
List of Symbols
C _
P
m
4
.c
I
?
T
R
cL
characteristic velocity
pressure
mass flow
area
conversion factor 32 ft/sec 2
heat transferred to nozzle per unit time
percentage of heat transferred upstream of sonic point
density
velocity
temperature
gas constant
speed of sound
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M
Cp
Cv
S
#
k
X
L
Hach number
specific heat at cons?an? pressure
specific heat at constant volume
ratio of specific heats
entropy
heat transfer coefficient
diameter of nozzle (local)
coefficient of viscosity
Prand?l number
coefficient of thermal conductlvity
axial distance
length of section
throat radius of curvature
Subscripts:
C
C_
±
P
chamber conditions
stagnation conditions
evaluated ,at throat
nozzle
constant arel pipe section
condition at wall of nozzle
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APPENDIX C: Basic Pulse Studies
To study the effects of non-linear combustion instability,
it is necessary to disturb the conditions within the combustion chamber
with a control led perturbation. Methods to produce such disturbances
have been used in the rocket industry (Ref. 23 and 33) to rate the tendency
of a rocket motor to go unstable. In order to look more deeply into
the problem of non-linear combustion instability, it is first essential
to evaluate the pulse technique itself. The choice in this study was
to use the powder charge-burst disc system to produce the pulse, rather
than a jet of inert gases.(which was felt would actually alter the
comb ust ion cond it lons_l. The exper imenta I approach to eva Iuat ing the
effects within a rocket chamber_ when that chamber is pulsed, is based
on simulating the conditions and geometry of the operational hardware.
The apparatus used was completely described in Reference 2
and consisted of the cylindrical portion of the operational rocket
motor with the nozzle replaced by a glass window to provide for
schlieren photographs of the gas dynamic effects associated with the
pulse (see schematic, Figure 40). In place of the injector plate a
polished optical face (necessary for the schlieren photographs) was
substituted. This had a limited number of openings for pressure and
velocity measurements. A schlieren photograph of the initial shock
wave as it traveled across the chamber from the tangentially oriented
entrance port was shown in Ref. 2. Using a number of such tests, it
was possible to show the travel history of shock waves generated under
a variety of initial chamber pressure conditions. These data are
shown in Figure 41 and illustrate that even with variations in the
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initial chamber pressure from I to 20 atmospheres, the wave still travels
almost directly across the chamber. Actually at one a_nosphere the point
of impact on the opposite side of the chamber ts more than 180 ° from the
entrance port, while as the initial chamber pressure increases this
impact point moves to values below 180°.
One hope of the schl ieren approach was to observe the spinning
first tangential mode oscillations that were set up in the cylindrical
chamber following the initial strong shock. However, the grain charge
used in producing the shock (although composed of smokeless pistol powder)
prevented any schlieren records after the initial shock because of the
associated smoke and turbulence.
In order to determine the nature of the spinning first tangential
mode, the optical injector face was replaced with an InJector plate designed
designed for as many as eight crys_l pressure transducers. This injector
plate is shown in Figure 42, where transducers can be located at one
inch intervals extending from the center of the InJector.
In order to record the information resulting fr_ these tests,
the FPl tape recorder system was used. Since It was of interest to record
both the steady-state pressure and the unsteady component of pressure at
each station, the number of stations was limited to three by the 7 channels
available on the tape. Thus, the signal from each of the crystal gages
(output nominally I0 millivolts/psi) was split t one half routed through
a low-pass filter (cutoff above 500 cps) and the other half limited by
a Kronite bandpass filter. The bandpass filter allowed for independent
study of the fundamental mode of the oscillation and the harmonics
produced. The time histories of the steady-state pressures and the
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frequencies of which the wave was composed were studied for comparison
with the theoretical work of Moore and Maslen (see Ref. I0), and such
comparisons are covered in Ref. 9. What is important from the point
of view of evaluating the effects of the spinning tangential wave, when
it is introduced into the combustion chamber of a rocket motor: is that
only the fundamental frequency recorded in these tests is of major
significance.*
In the following discussions we will only consider the pulse
entering the chamber tangentially oriented; i.e., oriented in such a
fashion as to be tangent to the injection diameter of the operational
rocket injector. The radial pulse orientation was also tested and the
results were as follows: the frequencies produced corresponded to the
radial mode with considerable traces of other frequencies present
(standing or spinning tangential mode) and the amplitude was relatively
_mall compared to the amplitudes reached using similar pulses to produce
the spinning tangential mode (_205 at 5 millisec). One other arrangement
is also used in order to produce the standing tangential wave. This
uses the tangential orientation, but a diametral baffle is placed in the
four inch long cylindrical chamber section extending to within I/8"
of the window end. This method produces a strong standing wave pattern
that decays more slowly than in the spinning case. These tests are
covered in detail in Ref. 9. It should be noted from the two experimental
arrangements just mentioned, that if it is desirable to provide either
radial or standing tangential mode oscillations in a rocket motor in
order to test susceptibility to either of these modes, the pulse technique
*Although the variation of steady-state pressure and the higher harmonics
with time could be observed, they constituted less than I05 of the total
pressure effects. This, of course, does not account for the effects on
combustion within a pulsed rocket chamber.
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appears adequate for the task.
So far in this discussion, it has been Implied that the pulse
technique provides a reasonable method for producing spinning tangential
oscillations. Let us look at the records from the tests in the nitrogen
filled cylindrical chamber to see what the waves produced are like.
Figure 45 illustrates a typical test using a 30 grain charge and a
I0,000 psi burst diaphragm to produce the pulse. The variation of the
amplitude of the unsteady component of pressure at stations 5, 3, and I
is readily apparent. Actually one would expect the amplitude to be
negligible at station ! (inJector center) based on acoustic theory (or
Ref. I0). However, any eccentricity of the wave would produce unsteady
pressures amplitudes at this station. Figure 44 compares acoustic
theory to the experimental values obtained with the .30-10 charge-diaphragm
combination. In this comparison station 3 is used as the reference
stat ion.
In all the records, the first few cycles of the rotating wave
tended to vary erratically in amplitude or alternated between reaching
a higher positive pressure on one cycle and then dropping to a lower
negative pressure on the next. These effects are bel ieved due to
the decay of the initial shock wave. Exponential decay is present for
all of the spinning waves produced by the charge-diaphragm system.
Nitrogen pulsing with large volume tended to produce constant amplitudes
for a period prior to the exponential decay. The standing wave
produced, tended to exponentially decay at first and then proceeded
to decay at a low linear rate.
For the grain charge-burst diaphragm system the spinning
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tangential mode frequency, especially for low initial chamber pressure
conditions, can be predicted with only limited accuracy (since the speed
of sound depends on the gas mixture for determining the final temperature,
molecular weight and _ thus requiring an accurate knowledge of how
much powder has burned). At higher chamber pressure, however, where the
mass of powder burned is small compared to the mass of inert gas present
in the chamber, the experimental frequency compares well with that
predicted. Another experimental arrangement where frequencies were
accurately predicted utilized nitrogen pressure up to 2000 psi to burst
the precision diaphragms. Of course, no problems concerning temperature,
molecular weight or _ were present with the all nitrogen system.
In varying the grain charge-dlaphragm combinations, it was
noted that in addition to the change in the initial value of the peak-
to-peak pressure, the rate of exponential decay also varied. Figure45a
illustrates the pressure amplitude time histories for the three charge-
diaphragm combination chosen for the early pulse limits testing (see
page 2_. Here it can be seen that the initial amplitudes of the peak-
to-peak pressure vary in the same order as the grain charges, while the
decay rates vary in a far less obvious fashion. Also evident is a
certain amount of scatter about the mean slope shown. When fired into
the nitrogen filled chamber the scatter with the charge-diaphragm system
normally fell within ± 102 of the mean. Using the nitrogen shock
tube to rupture the diaphragm, scatter was reduced to a few percent.
Using the 30-10 pulse in the chamber under conditions of
varying initial chamber pressure, major changes in both the initial peak-
to-peak amplitude and the decay rate are indicated. These data are
presented in Fig. 45b.
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Both the data on variations in chamber pressure (Fig. 45b) and
the grain charge-dlaphragm combinations (Fig. 45a) Illustrate the
necessity for obtaining complete Information on the pulse entering the
chamber of an operating rocket motor if pulsed limits testing Is to have
any meaning. Should the chamber pressure be altered between two sets
of tests, it is shown that the pulse produced can exhibit far different
initial amplltudes and decay rates. Thus, any stablllty llmlts deter-
mined could shift drastlcally.
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APPENDIX D: Non-linear Transverse Combustion Instability
This aspect of the work has been concerned with an analysis
of the regime conditions once the transverse instability is fully
established in the rocket motor. No attempt is being made here to
predict the onset of instability.
Once the instability is fully established, high-amplitude
waves are present and non-linear effects are important and can't be
neglected. Therefore, the problem cannot yet be solved by rigorous
mathematical means, so that some simplifying assumptions are necessary.
Transverse instability is generally a three-dlmensional
phenomena. However, for the first analysis, one would like to simplify
the problem and investigate a two-dlmensional case. This can be done by
looking at a rocket chamber in the form of a thin cylindrical annulus.
In this case, we have an axial direction and a tangential direction.
Radial effects may be neglected.
Of course, this is inherently different from a full chamber
where radial effects are important. However, a good qualitative under-
standing of the problem may be obtained. Also, annular chambers may
some day be constructed, so that the problem has practical value in that
sense.
In an actual liquid propellant rocket motor, atomization,
evaporation, mixing and burning are occurring with some spatial distri-
bution. We will simplify the situation by assuming that a premlxed gas
is being uniformly injected. This has already been accomplished in the
laboratory at Princeton In another project involving liquid propellant
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rocket combustion processes. Premixing chambers and porous plug injectors
were employed. This gives hope that any theory developed may be checked
in the laboratory using well-established techniques.
We will concern ourselves only with waves spinning in the trans-
verse direction. The circumference to wavelength ratio is always an Integer.
The waveform will be assumed to be a shock followed by an expansion. It
is further assumed that all combustion occurs i_medlately after the shock
wave. So essentially we have a detonatlon wave. Even though it is felt
that (according to the strictest deflnifion) detonation waves will not occur
in the rocket chamber, this assumption is made in this first analysis for
the sake of simplification. This detonation will be assun_d to be of in-
finitesimal thickness. It can be characterized by an energy release which
will be assumed to be a function of the fuel-oxidizer combination only
and independent of thermodynamic functions in the chamber.
Under these assumptions, one need not concern himself with chem-
ical kinetics but only with the mechanics of the flow field.
The perfect gas and constant specific heat assumptions, will be
made. Besides the obvious simplifications introduced by these assumptions,
an important one is that molecular weights will not appear in our e<luations,
Thus the gases involved need not be specified except for stating the
energy release in combustion and the ratio of specific heats.
Since fully developed combustion waves are observed to have con-
stant frequency and exhibit the same waveform with tln_, we may expect to
find steady-state conditions by moving at our wave velocity. So we can fix
our frame of reference to the detonation front. In order to draw a schematic
of our flow, we may cut our annulus and roll It unto a plane surface. It
is necessary to I(x_k at only one wavelength of the fl_ field since the flow
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is periodic.
Following a theoretical model proposed by Sommers (Ref.18) for
a similar problem a model was constructed which approxirnated the wave front
by straight line portions, as shown In Fig. 46.
Since the gas is being InJected at low subsonic velocities in an
axial direction and the wave front moves at supersonic speeds in a tangen-
tial direction, any given particle will be swept by the wave more than once,
as shown here by the contact surfaces in Fig.46. Assuming, the gas is com-
pletely burned the first time it is swept by the shock, one portion of the
wave front will be a detonation and the other portion will be a pure shock.
The presence of the shock wave may be attributed to the action of the ex-
panding gases behind the detonation.
There is a discontinuity In entropy between the burned gas region
and the unburned gas region. In general, a reflected wave is obtained when
a pressure wave crosses an entropy discontinuity. In our case, one expects
the reflected wave to be an expansion wave since the pressure amplitude
should be greater across the detonation portion of the wave front than
across the shock portion of the wave front. All expansions will be assumed
isentropic. Therefore, these reflected waves are PrandtI-Meyer expansion
fans.
A resemblance can be seen between the flow field Immediately be-
hind the shock portion of the wave front and the flow over a body of the same
shape as our contact surface. This leads one to wonder what happens when
the combustion Is so energetic, and the burned gas expands to such an ex-
tent, that the boundary conditions at the contact surface cannot be satis-
fied with the weak shock solution. One would then look for the strong shock
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solution. Hovever, since the wave front must be continuous, we would not
expect a detached shock as would _cur in tront of a blunt belly. We viii
return to this problem since it arises in cases of Interest.
An important consideration concerns the type of detonation rave
which is present in the chamber. Experimntally, it is found that if a
combustible mixture is ignited at the closed end of a tube, a combustion
wave will propagate along the tube and will reach a steady condition which
corresponds to the Chapman-Jouget state. It has been argued that if a
strong detonation were obtained, it would be unstable. That Is, expan-
sion waves would overtake the wave from behind and weaken it to the
Chapman-Jouget state where it would be stable with respect to expansion
waves from behind. However, if a _ving piston followed the detonation
wave at a sufficient vel_ity, a stable strong detonation would be obtain-
ed. Thus, the downstream boundary condition may be such as to produce a
stable detonation which is not a Chapman-Jouget detonation. In our sit-
uation, there is no well-defined downstream boundary condition since
the flow is cyclic. Another Important point is that the Chapman-Jouget
postulate was made on the basis of observation of one-din_nsionai flows.
Here, the flow field is two-dimensional. Therefore, since our field i$
two-dimensional and our downstream boundary condition is not well defined,
we cannot inu_ediately say that the Chapman-J(_uget state exists. However,
on the basis of two independent experiments, Chai_n-Jouget detonati_s
may be expected.
The first of these experiments was perforI_;I by Voltsekhovskli
(Ref. 17) who examined the problem of wintaining detonati_s in annular
channels. The maximum wave velocity measured corresponded to the Chapman-
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Jouget condition which theory points out to be the case of minimum adiabatic
velocity. In other cases where the quenching effects should be more pronounc-
ed, a velocity closer to the acoustic velocity was measured.
The other set of experiments was conducted by Sommers (Ref. 18)
who was interested In the Interaction of a detonation wave with a bounding
inert gas. This is similar to our problem since the burned gas Is essential-
ly an inert gas which bounds the unburned gas.
Sonwers allowed two jets, one a explosive mixture, the other an
inert gas to flow slde-by-side. A detonation wave moved through the explo-
sive gas causing a shock wave to move alongside in the inert gas. The de-
tonation wave moved at Chapman-Jouget velocity.
Usually, weak oblique shocks were obtained in the inert gas. How-
ever, in the special case of lean mixtures (hydrogen-oxygen) with a helulm
boundary, a strong shock was obtained which moved ahead of the detonation
wave.
On the basis of these two experiments, both of which involved two
dimenslonal flow fields and one of which involved waves which were cycllc
in nature, we shall proceed by assuming the detonation in our case Is the
Chapman-Jouget type.
The flow field will be described by average conditions in the fol-
lowing regions (i), (lu), (Ib), (2), (2b), (3) as shown in Fig. 46.
The unburned gas undergoes an expansion from the injector sur-
face to the detonation front. In order to relate average conditions at
the injector surface to the average conditions in front of the detonatlon,
the wave profile must be known. If we wlsh to stay within the realm of In-
tegral relations, this information will never come from our solution. It
must be supplied in some manner. The pressure profile will be expressed
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as follows:
- PI
Pi = PI + n
where n is a parameter of the problem.
If n = 2, the positive amplitude equals the negative =epiitude.
However, since experiment shows positive amplitudes are greater than neg-
ative amplitudes, n > 2 is more realistic. The introduction of this pro-
file parameter n is definitely a weak point of the analysis. Note that
this relationship reflects the cyclic nature of the flow.
The axial pressure gradient in the unburned gas is assumed neg-
ligible which means the axial component of velocity remains constant in
the unburned gas. This is conveniently expressed as:
The isentropic relation relates conditions at the inJector sur-
face to conditions at the detonation front as follows:
Pi
The conservation equations may be written for the detonation.
Cont i nu i ty:
Axial Momentum:
Transverse Momentum:
Where q is the energy released per unit mass in combustion, u is the trans-
verse component of velocity and v is the axial component.
Energy:
%, : A P'+.*
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The Chapman-Jouget condition is conveniently expressed as:
which tel Is us the velocity behind the detonation is sonic.
The equations are non-dimensionalized by the parameters Pi,jO_ and
aiC= _) where the last term is really dependent on the other two
terms. This gives eight unknowns in eight equations with the four para-
meters _'/&_) tr_/&_ _ _, and _I. Then the following eight quantities
may be solved for-
PIu/P I, _lu/_l, Ulu/ai, Vlu/a i, P2/Pij_2/joi, u2/ai, and v2/a i.
Also, using the isoenergetic relation applied across the region
between the injector surface and the detonation front, we may determine the
wave velocity, Vs,
The wave velocity Vs appears in this relation because of the change
of the frame of reference.
There are two interesting points so far. First, conditions in the
region of the detonatlon front have been determined without considering the
other regions. This is so, because axial pressure gradients were neglected.
If the axial pressure gradient was not zero, conditions at the detonation
would be affected even in the Chapman-Jouget state which means sonic flow
behind the detonation. Conditions in front of the wave would be affected
through these axial pressure gradients.
The second interesting point is that the solution is independent
of the wavelength which agrees with the experimental findings of B. V.
Voitsekhovskii, who measured the same velocity for different modes. This
is one of the inherent differences between the annular chamber and the full
chamber. Of course, the difference is attributed to the radial effects.
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Therefore, one must be careful in drawing analogies between the annular
chamber and the full chamber.
The shock angle,_ , can be determined once conditions in region
(Ib) are known. The standard matching conditions across the contact sur-
face relate conditions at (Ib) to conditions at (iu) while the isentropic
and isoenergetic relations relate conditions at (Ib)
Matching Conditions:
Plu = PIb _ PI
- I
/ l.J-i .=. b
Isentropic Relation:
I soenerget i c Re I at i on:
Conditions at (iu) and (2) have already been determined, so that,
by using the same non-dimensionalization technique as before, four relations
in four unknowns are established. Therefore conditions in region (Ib) are
easily determined.
The solution of the rest of the problem requires an iteration
technique. For convenience, the shock angle was chosen as the Iteration
parameter. If the shock angle Is specified, the folloiing conservation
equations applied across the shock may be used to solve for conditions In
region (2b).
Continuity:
Axi a I Momentum:
to conditions at (2).
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Transverse Momentum:
Energy:
The following matching conditions may be applied across the con-
tact surface between regions (2b) and (3).
3 = plb
=
The isoenergetic and isentropic relations may be applied to relate
conditions at (3) to conditions at (2).
These last four relations are sufficient to determine conditions
in region (3).
Since the shock angle, _ , was specified, two independent methods
of computing the contact surface angle, _ , are possible. The two values
of c_ will, in general, be different and the difference will be used to
determine the next choice of the value of _ in the iteration procedure.
The firs? relation for _ is
tan_ A = _ b/V.z b
The second equation Is obtqined by relating the angle turned by
the flow through the Prand¢l -Meyer fan to the contact surface angle
where 7" is the Prandtl - Meyer function.
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The difference _ indicates the next value of _" This
process is repeated until _A 8 _8"
The complete calculations, including the Iteration procedure, was
accomplished with the aid of an IBM 1620 computer.
Figure 47 is a graphical illustration of the solution. One curve
represents the solution for conditions behind the shock while the other
family of curves represent characteristics through the Prandtl - Meyer ex-
pansion. The solution to the problem is given by the intersection of these
two curves.
However, for larger values of _/_1, the heat release paran_ters,
ql
no intersection and therefore, no solution are obtained. The nmximum value
of q/ai2 which allows a solution is I0. The value of q/ai2 lhich corres-
ponds to a stoichimetric mixture of methane and oxygen is 50. This ateans
all cases of interest give no point of Intersection.
Therefore weak oblique shock solutions will not be obtained.
Strong solution similar to those obtained by So_rs lith his helium gas
boundary should be expected. There is a definite similarity between
Sommers case and this one. Upon examination of the equations, it is seen
that on important similarity paran_ter is the ratio of the l_llch numbers
When this term is below some critical value, the strong solution
is obtained. There is no strict critical value since other similarity
paran_ters appear, although they are not as important.
In his experiments, Som_rs went below this value by decreasing
the molecular weight of the boundary gas and increasing the molecular
weight of the hydrogen-oxygen mixture. In the present analysis, a high
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temperature boundary gas was considered. Apparently, this problem occurs
whenever the boundary gas has a large speed of sound.
It Is felt that a series of experiments similar to those of Sommers
but concentrating on boundary gases with high speeds of sound would be very
helpful. An understanding of the interaction process of the detonation wave
and the strong shock Is necessary at thls stage of the Investigation.
The theoretical model, which was originally used and was reported
in Ref. 2, produced results applicable only for small amplitude shock waves.
In that case, the shock front was approximated by one straight
llne, one portion of which was a detonation wave. Average conditions were
used and the energy conservation equation across the shock front was written
for a volume including the complete shock front. The isentroplc relation
was used for the expansion region. These assumptlons implied the entropy
increase across the wave front was small and only low amplitude solutions
were allowed.
However, from this it is seen that perhaps this restriction may
be avoided by representing the fluid mechanical and thermodynamic properties
by some simple function of the spatial variables rather than using average
conditions. This Is a possible direction to be chosen for future analysis.
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List of Symbols
?
OL
T
pressure
density
transverse velocity
axial velocity
energy released per pound mass in combustion
speed of sound
ratio of specific heats
temperature
molecular welght
pressure profile parameter
shock veloclty
shock angle with transverse dlrectlon
contact surface angle with fransverse direction
Prandtl - Meyer function
l_ch number
Subscri pts:
o
L
It:,
?.
Zb
conditions at InJector surface
conditions in unburned gas before detonation
conditions in burned gas before shock
conditions behind detonation
conditions behind shock
conditions after Prandtl -Neyer expansion
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APPENDIXE: SomeEffects of InJection Droplet Diameter Variation and
Vaporization RaTe Perturbations on Combustion Instabilit_"
Possibly the most useful results of the Crocco time lag
theory (7) and its subsequent experimental verification are the speci-
fication of the order of magnitude required in the burning rate pertur-
bation and the requirement of the existence of some characteristic time
delay In the combustion process. Indeedp through the experimental verifi-
cation the absolute magnitude of the burnir_g rate perturbation which
actually exists has been pinpointed quite precisely and has been found
to vary only slightly with the type of injection system t at least with
the propel Jants tested. Such a result is Invaluable when it is desired
to Investigate actual causes of instability, although it appears to have
been basically Ignored in some previous assertions as to the possible
"causes" of i nstabi I i ty.
It is well known that rocket combustion is never entirely smooth
but is rendered rough by certain random processes In the chamber such
as turbulence. Processes which are randomly distributed throughout the
chamber (such as the periodic breakup of impinging liquid jets in quiescent
surroundir_gs, the oscillation of a flame front between two unlike burning
droplets, and turbulet_t mixing) have a frequency spectrum in no way
related to the acoustical properties of the chamber. Although it is
possible to have an unstable system on account of random fluctuations
if the damping functions are also random, such is not the case in rocket
instability theory. It is not unreasonable to suspect then that such
processes can only contribute to combustion noise from which the select
frequency for amplification by some other process originates. Further-
more, there is concern over the possibllfy of chemical kinetics playing
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a role in unstable Ol:_ation. Cullck (19) has developed a theory based
on the premise that the presence of liquid droplets does not alter the
character of instability in the rocket engine and that the sole supporting
mechanism is chemical kinetics. Such a premise is contrary to the
findings at Princeton (20). Furthermore, the characteristic time that
e _ters such a theory is not sufficient to produce the observed character-
istics of liquid rocket instability, even though the order of magnitude
of the perturbation may be sufficient.
Just knowing the approximate form of the burning rate pertur-
bation does not, however, make the task of finding supporting mechanisms
much simpler. In view of the complicated processes taking place within
a rocket chamber, the task of analytical ly describing all these phenomena
would be a very difficult one, especially since the basic knowledge
concerning these phenomena is very slight. What is more, virtually all
of the knowledge of the detai led processes taking place within a chamber
is based on steady-state operation. In reality there may be significantly
different behavior of these processes in the unsteady state. Still, it
is believed their some insight into the instability problem may be gained
from highly simplified analyses.
An interesting but somewhat disappointing result is obtained
if we attempt an extension of some steady-state concepts into the unsteady
state. For some propellants vaporization appears to be the rate control-
ling step in the conversion from liquid to chamber gases (21). Also,
it is known that the median (some appropriate median) drop size of the
injected spray significantly affects the position of maximum energy release
in the chamber (21,22). It may seem reasonable, therefore, to attempt
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the construction of an instability theory around the unsteady operation
of these processes.
Considering only longitudinal modes for simplicity, we may
tacitly accept all of the original theory except the concept of the inter-
action index, the time lag and the droplet drag law. In addition, further
assumptions wi Ii be introduced as the development proceeds.
The droplet vaporization law which will be accepted is the D2
law where the naive assumption Is made that the form of the equation is
valid even in the unsteady state. Furthermore, the evaporation constant
will be considered as constant even under fluctuating conditions. Then
we have:
Dt [ (I)
the bar superscript denotes an average or steady-state value,where
the star denotes a dimensional quantity and the subscript
the liquid. _ Is density, r is radius, t
conductivity in the film surrounding a droplet,
spondi ng specI f 1c heat at constant pressure.
number Is B- _I_ _Ii)) where TO Is the ambient adlabatlc combustion
gas temperature and _ is the latent heat of vaporlzatlon of the liquid.
C= I - _ where rc is an outer radius from the droplet which specifies
the position where the outward dlffusing vapor reaches To. This Is
usually specified by a heat transfer correlation, but C will here be
assumed to have an appropriate constant value. It is considered that the
rocket propellants can be lumped mathematically into a single equivalent
monopropellant and that the spray droplet distribution curve approaches
L refers to
is time, _ Is thermal
and Cp Is the corre-
The Spaldlng transfer
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a delta function so that Equatlon (I) describes all droplets In the
spray. Furthermore, the droplets are considered to be Injected at their
wet bulb temperature whlch ren_Ins constant In time (fol loving the droplet).
If C is sufficiently close to one, the only consistent drag
law is Stokes flow which is here uncorrected for outward aass transfer.
_ q v')
is the viscosity of surrounding gas (some appropriate average),
_/_ is the chamber gas velocity, and v is the droplet velocity.
(I) and (2) are then basically the equations used by Spalding (2_3).
the continuity equation as in Ref. (7),
(2)
Equations
Writing
_) refers to the densi.y of the chamber gases of complete combustlon
(all Intermediate gases and llqulds are ass_ed to occupy a negllgible
portion of the chamber), x is the axial distance from the Injector
end, jO is the mass of llquld per unit chamfer voluam, and w Is the
amount of chamber gas llberated per unit tlme In the region 0 to x .
We also have the relation
where
rate and
where n
lKluatlon Is:
A is the droplet number flow rate, G is the droplet mm fl_
_ m nt _rl
is the droplet number density,
-" e ----- " 0
(4)
(5)
Final ly, the droplet continuity
(6)
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lrt is convenient to introduce the following nondlmensionai
variables:
W4
---_ _: _= _kr___
°
(7)
L is the chamber length from 0 to the entrance of the converging portion
of the nozzle, co is the stagnation speed of sound of the chamber gases
at the injector end and _o is the stagnation density, r_ is the
Initial Injected droplet radius and no is the injected droplet flow
rate. _ is the oscillation frequency.
In terms of the non-dimensional variables we may write
equations (I-4, 6) in a more compact form as:
Dry__ = _Is,
(8)
(9)
(10)
.h_ _x
=0
(II)
(12)
and
¢-o
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u
ue is the chamber gas l_ch number at the entrance to the deLaval nozzle.
Zt is well to note that from here on k I and k2 may be considered
empirical constants so as to best fit experimental steady-state data.
For. many propellants k ! and k2 are O_°Jvhich will be considered
"_0[_,3.Str,ct,y+hisis.orao_r_,m+h--,t1_,Is_,t...+,,_
neglecting terms of O_compared to ternls of o=r,:l$ more general than
saying that terms of O_i_mY be neglected. However, from hera on
k I and k2 wlll be consldered 0[_. We further note that accoedlng
to Equations (') and (2) _., = _ P'r 0 _ _0.,for tony propellants where
Pr Is the Prandtl number.
We now Investigate linear neutral stabI 11"17 by introducing small
perturbations:
q(.x,,) '- F,.r.=)+ r J _.x,.t) = F.O,,) , RL_) =,
vLx, t) = _(x) _ v'¢x,_) = _(x) _ _ (x) e ¢¢=_:
(15)
First, combining Equations (10) - (12)
(14)
Then introducing Equation (1_) in Equations (8-12 and 14), we ob_in
the steady-state relations.
V J_ - --
_ = _(_-_)
(15)
(16)
(17)
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and the perturbation equations after division by the common factor
be¢o_ :
dR +
(18)
N+3 =-M
+ _N __
The boundary conditions to be attached to Equations (15-22) are:
r_(o)=l _ vCo) = vo _ u-Col _ O
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)
end
/ j J _£o) = O
The lest of the relations of (24) is obvious since w (x,t) = 0 at
x = 0. It must be noted that to strictly adhere to the original time
lag theory Go should be zero or of higher order since the mass
injection rate was considered constant in that theory. However, we
shall return to this point later. From Spalding (23) we have the steady
state solution to Equations (15) - (17).
where _=| has been assumed and is correct to terms of
to _1 in the Croc¢o theory.
(24)
(25)
(26)
O_'a_,_compare d
The theoretical procedure would be to
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assume _ (x) known and fit a reasonable curve from Equation (26) to It.
Then the constants k i and k2 may be reasonably estimated. This is
probably a more rational procedure than to theoretically predict k I and
k2 since precise values of the input parameters are not known°
The first observation in relations (18) and (ig) Is that a
strong singularity appears in the neighborhood of the point of dis-
appearance of the droplets_sO) . Such a singularity did not
appear In the Crocco theory because the droplet evaporation process was
not considered and the drag law chosen was
D_
where k was considered constant. This troublesome point _kos no
difference, however, in the final results because of the eventual
quantities of Interest and because of the many integrations to foi low.
Staying away from the singular point, an order-of-magnitude Investigation
seems desirable. The primary reference perturbation Is that of the
pressure where
pLx,e) - I + _Lx)_(_l:
and the reference quantJ_/ is _C0)l t_e. Zt
that for reasonable inJection velocities v
is seen from Equation (25)
is OE 6]. At liast for
the fundamental mode f_3 is 0_/_ , being vQry Ill@iN" _ . _n
from Equations (J5) and (16) _L_/dJ_IC and _/dJ_ are Of'#_ and
0 E_'f_ , respectively. From the acoustic solution _ is (_O]
Assuming R as large _ _}E_o_ , it is seen from Equation (19)
that 7 IS O#©V.]lln acx:ordance with Crocco'$ theory. Then from
Equation (18) R is _)_/i_Jand from Equation (21) N I$
O£y. •  n uently q Is E atio. Butthl,
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is precisely what Is desired since this is the order of magnitude
expected for the burning rate perturbation from Crocco's theory. Only
the handllng of the singular point or the magnitude of the boundary
condltions can alter this order-of-magnitude argument. It Is also
Important to note that the last two terms of Equation (22) are the
primary terms and the first could be dropped now as being of hlgher
order, if it weren't for the presence of the singularity which may
alter the order of magnitude of the results.
Since the solutlon of Equations (21) and (22) depends upon
the solutlon of Equation (19), It is unfortunate that Equation (19)
Is coupled with R. However, It is a weak coupling as will be seen.
Because of the llnearity of the equations, the solutions to Equations
(18), (19) and (21) may be written:
R = (°' , R""
N - N(°) + bt('l (25)
where
_(u) -. e °
and use has been made of Eq. (15). Clearly the term
like a total tlme lag for the propellant burning at station
W (26)
=I'_L'} i s something
x and for
convenience we may define:
"_t : o jrx(:ll_'/_('')
Then:
m
X
r._ l (27)
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This says ?hat the droplet radius perturbation is made up of two parts:
(I) a term expressing the initial perturbatlon, which Is carried along
at the droplet speed and modified by the size of the droplet, and (2)
a term due to ?he integrated effects of droplet velocity fluctuation
inasmuch as they effect the position where the perturbation occurs.
Similarly for N,
and:
It is clear, however, that:
= 0
(28)
(29)
so that Equation (22) may be written as:
(3O)
This is solely a consequence of the vaporization law chosen. For instance m
if a convective heat transfer correlation had been included explicltlym
such a result would not be true. This will ha_e strong effects in the
results since it appears that the leading terms in order of magnitude
in Equation (30) now depend only on what happens at the Injector face.
Unless the presence of the singularity alters this reasoning, droplet
vaporization perturbations would have only a secondary effect in the
burning rate perturbation.
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Still, the solution for
R requires a solution for_ .
(25):
R is required by Equation (30) and
We find from Equations (19), (24), and
-- le=Jle, ,.._ (x,_
(31)
c: '
v - • ) (32 
X
This states that the droplet velocity perturbation is dependent upon
(I) the initial perturbation carried along at the speed of the droplets
and modified by the actual speed and droplet size, (2) the variation
due to changes in drag through changes in chamber gas speed, and
(3) the variation due to changes in droplet size as they affect the
drag. The troublesome singularity is now apparent. The strongest
place where it appears is in Equation (33) where we first notice from
Equation (25)that (u - v) disappears as _J_=/_t for usual values
of k2/k I. Then even If R is regular at _ 0 (which it isn't)
_[=) has a singularity of F=_'=I_-I" . Such behavior is
impossible because a perturbation quantity must remain regular. The
behavior is due to the assumed form of the vaporization law which should,
In reality, be modified for vanishingly small droplets and due to the
vanishing of the volume-to-surface ratio of a droplet as _ -'_0 .
Zn fact, it would be impossible for the droplets to have a velocity
perturbation larger than that of the gas. However, we may proceed
assuming the relation correct, and the singularity will disappear because
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of the many Integrations to follow. The actual quantity of interest is
_ _ as may be seen from Equation (30); this will remain regular
as a consequence of the wei I-known fact that the volume-to-radius ratio
1
of a sphere goes to zero as P_mI_O . Consider that the contribution
to R (I) from _ (0) Is R_t, the contribution to R (I) fr_=
(I) is RIII_ , etc. Then from Equations (27) and (53):
/ I
which in view of the above remarks and upon Inspection is regular if
R has a singularity no worse than PL--(I+_/I¢), . Further noting
that since _ Is (_)[_._the exponential Is a rapidly oscillating
function, the integration reduces the apparent order of magnitude of
C)(,_Equation(34 by . Upon,nsp t on is i,
_ _ is _)[j,_/o2as previously Ilnentioned. This is the reason
for a previous statement of a weak coup l i ng between the R and
equations, and assuming regularlY/ as mentioned above we may neglect
(_)as of higher order,
Noting from Equations (27)and (32):
X I
the singularity in R Is seen to be no worse than I/_ which is not
as severe as I/y. Cl_l_/j_) . Thus, since this is the worst singular
behavior in R the regularity of _ _ is shown. Zt is nol wise
to manipulate Equation (35) in order to obtain a more convenlen_ form.
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Using Equation (15) and switching the order of integration,
I
Integrating the first integral by parts once we obtain:
(36)
where the first term has vanished at both end points by virtue of the form
of the second Integral and the fact that l-_ (0) = O. This will
provide a great simplification and a surprising result. First, note that
when account is taken of the rapidly oscillating exponential in Eq (35) the
expression is apparently of 0[1_,] ,here _ is assumed of 0_,_" This
is contrary to a previously mentioned expectation that R would be O_'_tlSo3.
Such behavior is due to the cancelling of the rapidly oscillating expo-
;_entlal In the first Integral of Eq (35) when the expression for _ is
Inserted into the expression for R. However, inspection of Eq (36) shows
that _Ik_,,,t'_ is Indeed (_Zf_=_O,_ , which is a consequence of the
fact that _ is very small near the inJector face, and _ is small near
the disappearance point of the droplets.
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Integratlng Eq. (30) and uslng (24):
-
Then it Is clear that the contribution of r_ #_tj) lo irst term
in Eq (37) is _)ED_ "_oJ which is insufficient to drive instability as
has been previously discussed. This conclusion is surprising because It
states that perturbations In the vaporization rate due to fluctuating
chamber gas conditions are not strong enough to contribute to instabilltyp
at least from a smell perturbation point of view. It can now be seen from
Eq. (37) that only interaction at the injector face remains in the burning
rate expression.
Scala (24) considered the fluid dynamic problem of the InJec-
From this work thetion system in connection with entropy wave Instability.
following relations are extracted:
Further, from Eqs (20) and (38)
NO+ 3 Ro =
(38)
(39)
(4O)
Where H(_) and J(_) are functions of frequency and the InJection system.
For compatibility with Crocco's theory it is required that H(_) be
C)_¢VO_ or higher in order that to a sufficient degr. of approxlmetion
the mass Injection rate Is constant. For usual InJection systems under
,,lgh frequency oscillations this Is the case and under such conditions J(_)
is Usually OCG('_ • A further relation connecting the drop size
to chamber gas conditions is required. However, as is well-known, such re-
lations are very rare for the steady-state, and almst nonexlsl_nt for un-
steady conditions. Nevertheless, a physically plausible assumption, which
has some experimental Justification and was used by Penner (25) , is that
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the a_dlan drop slze (in this work there Is no ambiguity concerning the
work median since all droplets have the same size) is proportional to the
Weber number (based on gas density) to some power, The physical reasoning
Is that the Weber number is a ratio of gas dynamic forces to surface ten-
sion forces, and one expects that the greater such a ratio, the greater wi(I
be the spray breakup Into smaller droplets. Then we may assume:
E# ;o* =
where constant surface tension is assumed and a steady-state relation is as-
• u_d valid for the unsteady state if a phase lag, (_) , is included.
The amplitude exponent, g , may be, and ala_st surely would be, a function
of frequency but for steady-state is assumed of(_J. The same is true of
(_ _lf which is zero in the steady-state by assumption. Then if this re-
lation is accepted, perturbations are Introduced, use is made of Eq (39),
and the assumption (uhich is a consequence of Crocco's theory) made that
lsentropic gas oscillations take place at the injector end, we obtain:
Is 0_-_¢] , we may neglect it since we only want q to
Then using Eq's (26), (28), (37) and (40) we obtain
for a general assumption concerning R0
If the first term in the Integral is integrated by parts once, a cancellation
wi'h the leading two terms in the entire expression is found yielding:
o 0,._. °
Integrating the second term by partsp v,
(41)
O
where Eq (15) has been used. The integral appearing in the second term may
be put in the form of a Fresnel integral if Eq (15) is used; this Integral is
C_£_=] . .ow,howe,,er,_, c_. bec=. o_Jif k_ Jsapp_i-
mately 0.1. Then t since the second term appearing in the equation above i$
O_ _T¢.___ , it may be dropped and we have the burning rate expression
g_ to 0 L'_.3 as:
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¢_ _j (42)
or using Eq (41)
This may be compared to Crocco =s form:
I
0
(43)
(44)
where n is the interaction index and _ is the sensitive tlue lag (wlkich
is O[t.]). Probably the most striking difference between Eqs (43) and (44) i$
the appearance of a total time lag of 05#_3 in Eq. (4_5) versus a tl, delay
of (_._ in Eq. (44). Another important difference is the appearance of two
frequency dependent parameters g and _ in Eq. (43) as oppoled to n and
_ in Eq. (44) which must be frequency Independent parameters since they are
s teady,sta.te quantities. However, since a further Integration is to feline
the total time lag in Eq (43) will disappear as of higher order which I$ con-
sistent with the formulation of Crocco and Chang.
In order to see what Eq. (42) predicts we use it in the well
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developed theory of Ref. (7). The solution appears there in the followlng
form:
_0 + E (45)
where the subscript e denotes the entrance to the nozzle
f'
0
(x=l) .
(46)
(47)
B
0
(48)
C
I
= [ &C-') a,_.'
0
(49)
D
%
0
I
0
(50)
(51)
At the entrance to the nozzle we have an admittance relation of the form:
= -%2 = - (_ +c_,1 (52)
for isentropic oscillations. For simplicity we assume a very short nozzle
so that the quasi-steady condition
(53)
Is valid. Since combustion Is assumed complete at x = I,
If we make the approximation that combustion Is concentrated at the Injector
end, this leads to difficulties In the choice of k I and the use of Eq (26).
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difficulty arises. So, adopting this procedure and combining Eqs
(45) - (54), we obtain as a solutlon for the characteristic values
Houever, if first a reasonable velocity distribution is chosen to yield a
value of k I, the Integrals (50) and (51) are converted to velocity
integrals through Eqs. (26) and (43), the velocity is replaced by a
step function at, say, station LJJ , and _J is passed to zero, no
(43) and
g and
.=
and
(36)
in *hJch terms of C)_(_¢_ have been neglected compared to terms of
0_1_- Taking U"e= 0.05 and a value of k I = 0.2 ft. -I x _. Computations
have been carried out and are presented in Figs (48) and (4_). These are
conditions that must hold at a stability limit. Assuming that a typical
length between the point of Injection and drop formation In an impinging jet
injector is I/2" and that a typical Injection velocity Is I00 ft/sec, a typi-
cal time that a fluid element could be sensitive to chamber conditions dur-
ing Injection is about 0.5 msecs. Therefore, since this Is comparable to
of 0EJ3J.
a high frequency oscillation period, only solutions for
are considered.
Examinatlon of these figures shows negative results.
llty regions exist: l) _0 , _ hO 2) _,>0 ; 44L0
Three instebi-
and
l') _0 ) _ _0 By assumption and physical Intuition ue expect that
only region (3) is of interest since positive g was expected and a positive
phase lag uas expected. However, region (3) has a lag greater than one-half
cycle, which was not expected; this is also a lead of less than one-half cycle
as in region (2). Fig. (4_) shows (_ decreasing with nondimensional
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frequency. Froa experiments we know that higher (,O -is associated
with the upper stability limit (in lenEth) which is a lower physical frequency,
e_l_ 4k . Physical Iv, one would expect that (_ would Increase
with _ and this Is borne out in regions (I) and (3). It Is also to be
expected that g wi I I decrease with increasing (_J_ , or froa Fig. (41),
with Increasing i_ 4_ . Taking typical test results of:
Leloler = 0.08 ft. (_ = 0.95
Leupper- 1.6 ft. u.I = 1.05
lle see that in region (3) _)4_ co,_lt_,_T and g .ould be higher by a
factor of two at the lower limit than af the upper limit, contrary to expec-
tation. Poor behavior is also present in regions (I) and (2). Even in
view of the above remarks the liorst behavior has not been mentioned. That is,
the values of g are (_2-1;,_lihich is certainly a high number to be used in
Eq (41) compared to a steady-state value less than one assumed by Penner (25).
Furthermore, from Eq (56) g<f_. J- , lihere the value of k I chosen here is
_l O.V.
0.2, But typical numbers from observed velocity distributions should be
more in the neighborhood of 0.05 to 0.1 ihlch would raise the required value
of g to unreasonable figures.
The foi lure of this model should not, however, be regarded as a
complete failure of the approach. For Instance, it is noticed that the
particular form of the vaporization law chosen allois a cancellation of two
I_=ding order terms In Eq. (22). This would not occur if, say, convective
effects on droplet vaporization were taken Into account explicitly in the
perturbation procedure. Coupled with this observation is the fact that the
model should probably be attempted with, say, three distinct size groups of
droplets. Then the Injector response characteristics may be modified to
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Include a shift in the distribution shape under oscillating conditions. This
would not only prevent the term cancel lation previously mentioned but Imuid
prevent a cancel lation of leading order terms in the manipulation of Eq. (37).
It is also probable that a better model should take into account the effects
of two different propel lants. However, with impinging Jets of either the
fuel-on-oxidizer doublet or the closely spaced like-on-like types there is
obviously liquid phase mixing, and it is no longer a clear cut case of two
distinct propel lant types moving down the chamber. Furtherlore, relation (41)
Is basical ly a conJecture since even steady-state behavior of InJectors is
not known with precision. It is possible that a different choice of the in-
Jector response function would have produced better results.
There ape more fundamental objections to this model, hoverer.
First, the vaporization law used, vhi le almost reasonable for steady-state
description, Is not correct when perturbed. Furthermore, it Is not correct
to perturb steady-state heat transfer correlations if convective effects on
droplet vaporization are introduced. One must rlllber thlt even if I drop-
let is at a wet bulb temperature which is constant in tile, one Is perturbing
conditions that exist Qutside of a region of heat and mass diffusion sur-
rounding a droplet. The correct, or more correct, forl that vaporization
perturbations should take can only be obtained if one considers the full
system of equations describing the diffusion field. Secondly, the heating-up
portion of a droplet lifetime can be significant co,oared to Its total life-
time in the chamber. During such a period the D2 law of vaporization is
certainly not valid. Also, chemical kinetics may be Important in this re-
gion since we expect a lower gas temperature near the Injector face. Third,
even after the heating-up period is over, the steady-state solution may not
be expected to follow Eq. (15) since it is still a quasi-steady state solu-
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tion of the diffusion field. This problem is discussed eiseuhere in this re-
port in Appendix F. Finally, one of the most serious objections, vhich has
apparently not been recognized by other vorkers in the field, is that the
required tlme delay from Crocco's work uill never be introtluced by pure per-
turbations on existing equations for a two-component chamber model unless it
is Independently Introduced (as in the work of Cro¢¢o and Cheng). The reason
for this is that the conception of a system of equations describing only
liquid motion and the motion of chamber gases of complete combustion leaves
something out. That is, it does not account for that portion of tim during
uhich an element of propellant is In the transition stage from liquid to
chamber gas through the diffusion, mixing, and reaction processes.
In summery, it =my be said that there is still a great lack of in-
formation concerning the basic processes taking place =ithin the rocket tom o
buslor to the extent that a reasonable descripTion of the unsteady chaiber
is sti I I forthcoming. Hhi le it aF.,ears that InJector Interaction concerning
drop size behavior is not strong enough to contribute to the instabl lily
problem, this conclusion is not absolutely certain. The ¢on¢lu$10n that
vaporization rate perturbations cannot contribute is erroneous because the
equations used to describe the problem are Incomplete. Fl_evert work on the
above problems Is nou in progress at Prlnceton and will be reported in •
future publication.
APPENDIX F
The Significance of the Quasi-Steady-State
Assumption in Droplet Vaporization Theory
F-I
There are many problems which arise in engineering that require
the solution of what is basically the diffusion equation with boundary
conditions to be appJied at positions which are nonst_tionary. Such
problems include the freezing or melting of water on a lake, the solidi-
fication or melting of metals, and the vaporization or condensation of
a liquid surface. Very often in theoretical consideration of such
problems the assumption is made that at any instant of time the process
takes place according to the steady_state process. That is, the boundary
is assumed stationary in time and the time derlvative(s) in the aiffusion
equatlon(s) descrlblng the system are set to zero. The reasons for doing
so are tlo-fold. Flrst, the results of such an idealization yleld results
not far from physlcal real ity in many cases, and secondly, the mathe-
matical difflcultles introduced by consideration of the full problem
preclude an exact solution for a great number of problems.
The primary case of Interest here is the evaporation of a
droplet in a hlgh temperature environment such as may be found in a rocket
engine. There is, as yet, no exact solution of the system of equations
describing the process and the con_on approach is to use the quasi-
steady-state assumption. The usual justification is that one considers
the ratio of a typical time of physical q interest, say the droplet life-
time, to a typical diffusion time of the problem, say the square of a
characteristic length in the problem divided by the thermal diffusivity.
If this ratio is large, one assumes the validity of the quasi-steady
assumption. The question arises, however, as to the meaning of "large."
In the absence of an exact solution to the problem there is as yet no
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method to estimate the error made in assuming a quasi-steady-state
solution valid.
The conservation equations for this problem will be written
under the following initial assumptions:
I. The diffusion field may be characterized by a droplet vapor
and a single, fictitious inert gas as the only constituents.
2. There are no mass sources.
3. Changes in kinetic energy and potential energy are
negligible compared to thermal energy changes.
4. The gas mixture is inviscid.
5. There is mass diffusion by a concentration gradient only.
6. There is heat transfer by conduction only.
Fol lowing Penner (26) the overall continuity, species continuity and energy
equations for a continuum are:
=. (_) (2)
D(,.C_'e.") ,,.,). ---"_ "-
- ÷ _" e _, "_''= "_. Q "_ _.{.p)'u" ) (3)
Di:)-
where use has been made of assumptions (I-4). A star superscript denotes
a dimensional quantity and an arrow superscript indicates a vector
quantity. Density is _ • t is time) v is mass weighted average
velocity, e is internal energy per unit mass, and p is pressure.
Yk is the mass fraction of species K and Vk is the diffusion
velocity of species K given by
D,,* (4,
where DI2 is the binary diffusion coefficient and use has been made
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of assumption (5). 0 is the heat flux given by:
"V;
where _x is the thernal conductivity, T the temperature, h the
enthalpy per unit mass and use has been made of assuuption (6). The
actual velocity of species K Is given by=
Using Equation (I) and the definition of entheli)y the energy equation
may be rewritten as:
It is now convenient to specialize to a spherically svwmtric system
olthough this introduces an approximtlon which Is difficult to achieve
in practice. We have from Equations (I), (2), (4)_ (5) and (7)=
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
S,n e = Y.k.
[r_u= =
we may multiply Equation (9) by hk , sun over
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K and subtract from Equation (10) to obtain:
It is in this form that one sees the utility of the quasi-steady-state
assumption.
say, v 2
For then ___ = 0 and the overall velocity of the inert gas,
Is zero, By Equation (6), Equation (11) becomes:
But _'_-_I'v, _ is the droplet vapor mass transfer which by equation (8)
is constant, and the character of the simpllflcatlon is evident.
(12)
To make equations (8), (g) and (II) amenable to analytical
treatment it is necessary to introduce some further simplifying assumptions.
We accept the perfect gas equation of statP and assume constant specific
heats. Further, the specific heats for both species are considered the
same which requires equal molecular weights. The thermal conductivity
will be assumed to be constant at an average value through the diffusion
film. From elementary kinetic theory a consistent assumption is that
_@ DI_ is also constant at some average film value. Then the system
of equations becomes:
= 0 (13)
But
_Y, Vh_=O from equation (6)and the definition of v
(14)
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Therefore, eqBtion (15) becomes:
---- _,V_-- _ '"
From the momentum eq_tlon, assumption (:5) and consideration of a st_ldy-
state pressure field w we amy replace the _ equation byt
F>ik = constant _I pkr)_) (17)
Finally, the state equation is,
i__ = I_• S_ T e (18)
where R is the universal gas constant divided by the molecular weight.
It is convenient lo define non-dimensional variables aS
foi lows:
_ _° _0
T _
(19)
The reference fluid properties _o¢ •
existing at some radius r c which is defined as the outside boundary
of the diffusion fil_. The reference tim tf is still to be defined.
rLo is the initial droplet radius• a Is a non=di_enslonll Bass flaw
rate (_ = _ _zx) and Le is the Lewis nmd_r. Equations (!3)_ (14)_
(16)_ (17) and (18) may be writllnt
T¢ and Pc are c¢_lltl_s
(2_))
(21)
._- _v" _"r_ _r a_r
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(22)
P---_ (23)
_T_ I (24)
Thls ts a non-linear set of equations of the parabolic type to
which must be attached an appropriate set of Initial and boundary
conditions. One condition that should be imposed is a relation between
the mass fraction of droplet vapor and temperature at the droplet surface.
An equilibrium condition of the form
: TF_?.] (25)
is chosen where r L is the interface position which may be a function
of time. There is confusion in the literature concerning this boundary
_ndition so some time will be spent on it. It is required that equation (25)
represent a saturation state. Therefore, on a temperature entropy diagram
of the droplet substance, for example, the state of the droplet vapor must
lie on the saturation line if the constant
5
pressure lines are Interpreted as partial pressures of the droplet vapor.
For Instance, point A in the diagram above is a permissible state If p
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is the partial pressure of the droplet vapor at the droplet surface.
This will neglect effects of surface tension which becomes important
only when the droplet radius becomes comparable with the gaseous mean
free path. It will be further assumed here that the droplet Is at a
"wet bulb" temperature where the term is used in the same sense as in
psychrometric work. That is, there will be assumed to exist a temperature
where the heat transfer to the droplet goes completely toward vaporization.
Such a condition is not a true equilibrium state since heat and mass
transfer are taking place, but in the case of high temperature vapori-
zation one cannot speak of the equivalence of the wet bulb and the
adiabatic saturation temperature so often used in psychrometric work.
In fact, such an equivalence is mrely a coincidence for _ter-air mixtures
at ordinary temperatures and pressures. An adiabatic saturation state
would require that the liquid and surroundings be at the same temperature
and that no heat or mass transfer take place. Such a condition is
impossible because attempts to raise the droplet temperature to the
O
ambient temperature causes mass transfer which tends to cool the droplet.
We, of course, assume that the surroundings may be maintained at any
desired temperature.
In the time dependent problem a wet bulb temperature
which is constant in time can only be realized If the Lewis number is
equal to one; for if Le / I the often quoted similarity between
heat and mass transfer does not exist. However, for high temperature
surroundings the droplet remains at a much lower temperature than the
surroundings (at least for volatile liquids such as hydrocarbons) and
variations in time around a mean wet bulb temperature may be considered
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slight. Under this assumption equation (25) becomes:
TErdt) t] =
(26)
where _- is a constant which may be precalculated.
further simplification tha t as far as the problem of the vaporization
rate is concerned, consideration of the mass transfer equation (21),
may be dropped. Its sole usefulness is in pointing out that the Lewis
number must be considered in the calculation of _ . These remarks
have eliminated one type of unsteady behavior which may enter the
problem; i.e., the heating up period of the droplet to wet bulb.
A second boundary condition to be applied is:
T E
This introduces the
(27)
where rc is the position, which may be a function of time, where the
reference quantities are chosen. In quasi-steady theory this position
is specified by a convective heat transfer relation or in the case
of a burning droplet by a burning relation. For pure quiescent
evaporation rc is cast to infinity. An initial condition should
also be imposed so that:
q
Finally, a condition to find the interface position must be introduced
in the form of a heat transfer condition:
r_L_-- -- = - --
where it hasbeenassumed I
(28)
(29)
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Also:
l_:i =-
and _ and 3L are the liquid latent heat of vaporization and denslt_fp
respectively. Since a total derivative at a constant temperature surface
appears in equation (29), this is a non-I inear condition. It is assumKI
that equations (20)_ (22)-(24) and (26)-_29) constitute a wel I-posed
prob I em.
What Is in essence usual ly done to this set of equations is
1o consider all derivatives of order untty and consider K large. This
assumes the ratio of a typical time in the problem t say, the droplet
lifetime, to a typical diffusion time is very large. Then one drops
all the terms containing time derivatives. Thusp from equation (20)
m is constant in r and equation (22) becomes an ordinary differential
equation for T which may be integrated subject to equations (26) and
(27). Equation (29) may be used to find the Interface position as a
function of time. Another approach is to consider slow evaporation
so that the convective term in equation (?_2) disappears. Then we have
essentially the heat equation, but with a variable density which can,t
be assumed constant unless equation (24) is abandoned. If the tl_
derivative is also dropped here, essentially Laplace's equation relmins
and may be immediately Integrated as before.
As pointed out by several investigators (27,28) there are
several things wrong with this approach. First, the problem is solved
without reference to initial conditions and the solution is able to
satisfy only the steady state conditions. Alsot the mathematical
procedure of introducing the time dependence as only a parameter in the
solution is open to question. Secondly, if the heat equation without
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the convective term Is adopted, account is not given to important density
variation and convective effects that occur in hlgh temperature work.
Finally, if Laplace's equation is adopted for the problem description and
rc cast to infinity, the droplet vapor content of the surroundings
decreases from an infinite to a smaller infinite value as the droplet
vaporizes.
Concernlng the work which has been done on this and other related
problems, Fuchs (27) obtained typical correction factors to describe the
relaxation of the Initial condition to the quasi-steady condition and the
error made in the droplet lifetime due to the time dependence introduced by
the contracting radius. This was, however, carried out for the heat
equation and by approximate methods. Also, only one type of initial
condition was consldered, To = I .
An exact solution for the heat equation under very general
conditions of moving boundaries has been obtained by Kolodner (29). The
solution is in the form of a non-linear integro-differentlal equation for
the interface position, if this is any simplification. The solution is
based on the existence of the fundamental solution to the heat equation
and uniqueness of the solution has been shown. In certain cases this
work lends uniqueness to a great many other solutions as appear, for
example, in Carslaw and Jaeger's work (30). For instance, in Neun_nn's
problem of linear flow we have for x_O a liquid initially at
temperature T I and a solid initially at x__.O which freezes Into the
liquid, the interface position given by X . Stating a condition that
T* (0) = 0 for all time, a solution may be found where the interface
position is given as X/t ½ = constant. Unlqueness for the problem is
shown by Kolodoner'_ work. This is a similar type solution and may be
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applied to many other problems with and without the convective term.
Kirkaldy (28) has obtained an exact solution to the spherical problem
with the convective term Included but under the assumption that _ is
constant. It is found that if rL/t ½ is constant the equation will
reduce to an ordinary differential equation in the independent variable
= r/t ½ The objection here is that this procedure will not work for
evaporation, but only condensatlon t because of the finiteness of r L at
t = 0 . Also, density being constant is an intolerable assumption in the
present work; furthermore t these similar type solutions are only able to
satisfy very specialized initial conditions.
There is one other interesting result obtained from these
exact solutions. In a great many cases an expansion of the solution in
a series will yield the quasi-steady solution as a leading term with the
remaining terms important only near t = 0 . AlSo t the interface
motion is many times well approximated (sometimes exactly) by the
quasi-steady solution. However, in the absence of an exact solution to
8
the problem of interest, it still remains to Investigate the error
introduced by the quasi-steady theory.
An exact solution of the system of equations in series for=
is first attempted. First, from equation (22), using equations (20) and
(24):.
r (31)
This is immediately integrable over r ; applying equation (29)I
(32)
where mL (t) is the mass flow rate at the liquid surface which Is, of
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course• a function of time. Dividing equation (32) through by t •
differentiating with respect to r and using equation (20) there
fol lows:
where G is defined as ½(I/B s -'_) . Equation (33) is a non-linear
parabolic equation in temperature alone and is to be solved under
conditions (26)-(29). In these relations we note the appearance of four
fundamental parameters K • _; • _ , and K I _ where Bs may be
derived from E and _-. Another useful parameter which may be derived
from these four is the Spalding transfer number=
13= - -- B_LI-_) =
L _
(33)
In a great many problems of interest I/K /-l.I and C= d._. I .
Therefore a Taylor series expansion of the solution in these two parameters
is assumed valid.
"T-(?)'L) = -r_o,o) _ _._5,_ ÷.,..+ _T_ _ TL,,)÷..-_ ....I_ ,_o)
or _;
T(.n*l = e TL_,i )
Ik
_=o j'.=
Similarly:
j
It will also be convenient to write equation (34) as:
"T L_-,t) = T
(34)
(35)
(36)
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where
T __ = __ _ _ q-_,_>
Similar manipulations hold for the other quantities of interest,
r .
Equation (36) is most conveniently substituted first tn
equation (33). Collecting terms in like powers of I/K there is
obtained for the first two orders in I/K .
(37)
m and
where
_'_ _','-_:" _:"I._'"Fz__._ ,-=_'L'_I
Trr , 2 T_ IT- _';.,+ ,.T=..j L T=o' r T(_j=(3g)
= _T_J'- 2 _-,_'_x'c(°_
_ II imTO°) r _ T c }
mL has been expanded as in equation (36). Expanding the boundary
conditions, equations (26)-(2g):.
(4O)
_ (°)[Irc(=_t| ,'t] = I (41)
T _°>(r,o) = To(,rl
-r '"E<"_,_ _.l * T/°' C_:"c,,,=.3,-J'_ = o
(42)
(43)
(44)
(45)
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"I- (.%oI
(46)
r_ r- 1
'l,,. ri T (_' Lr¢" (_ i C__| r -- (47)
_La.o I
Immediately there are two important observations. First, the
reason for not going to the double expansion immediately is that equation (38)
is solvable as it stands. Since equation (39) is not, the double expansion
will be employed for it. While it would be more rigorous to carry out the
complete expansion and to arrive at the result that the solution to
111e zeroth order in I/K may be expressed as a summed series in #-
P
it will be stated without proof that a terminating polynomial In E:
results for the solution of T (0) In fact, the solution is linear
in _- . The second and most important observation is that the initial
conditions, equations (28), (42) or (46), can never be satisfied with
this scheme since, as in the quasi-steady solution, the time derivative
of the order of the solution being considered never appears in the
equation. This could have been seen at the outset and is analogous
to problems that arise in, say, ordinary differential equations when a
regular expansion in terms of a small parameter appearing in front of the
highest derivative is attempted. The usual procedure in such a case Is
to find a transformation of variable to place this aparameter in front
of a term that can afford to be lost while still satisfying the boundary
conditlons in each order equation. While this procedure could have been
adopted here, no transformation yielding equations amenable to exact
analysis has been found. Now, although the idea of an exact solution
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has been abandoned t this solution should yield Information concerning
one of the remaining two types of unsteadiness which enters the problem.
Assuming that the initial conditions which wtll be demanded by this
solution can be provided, information should be gained concerning the
unsteady effects Introduced by the contracting droplet radius. In
particular, under the Imposed conditions a correction to the quasi-
steady vaporization rate should be obtained.
Proceeding on this basis equation (38) is merely the quasi-
steady equation in a different form than usually stated, it may be
integrated using equations (40) and (43) to ylQld:
T_°'= _o,o, + e _%,> - %¢ -2 e (48)
Also, using equations (41) and (43) the familiar D 2 law may be
obtained:
(o_z Z w, ./_ Ll _-_,) _: (49)r_ __ _--
• C
where
C = L --
It is now convenient to define the reference time,
equation (19) to be the quasi-steady droplet lifetime.
(0) = 0 whlch, for a given set of numbers
rL
defines K for the problem because
tf _ i n
Then t = I
8. . °.d c
when
- -J
Three convenient quantities are computed from equation (4.8).
I- _- i I
(_)
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= no,o,
i
r_
(51)
(o) v'_L. ('°_ "T"l 0,o j (52)
T_ _ ....
r I-_ _*_"
Expanding equation (39) by equation (37) and using equations (50)-(52),
(53)
I
G
Because of the llnearity of equation (39) the left hand side
r _ (54)
,]= 2 TC,,°_ rr - _cb,)r _ -
l'(oao) "1"(%o)
of succeeding
nl ta)
2__mLL_a ) .- L.
order equatlon&will always be as in equations (53) and (54) but the
inhomogeneous terms will be different. Only the solution for equation (53)
will be carried out. It is to be solved under the following boundary
conditions:
(55)
(56)
Also,
(57)
Equation (54) is linear, but with non-constant coefficients and an
Irregular singular polnt at r = 0 . This point is excluded during all
except the final instant of the vaporization period. The transformation
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to normal form by letting
yields: _" ¢1
ITu'°_= -_- LZ rJi'L ?' ¢ _r" _,. *.hi
t I
where a and b are consTanTs. In the evaluation of the constants it
is desirable to make a further assumption which is in accord with some
observations for burning droplets; I.e.,
G(*yrd:,? consta.t
This leads To the result:
-- =----- = ° = I-C..
r2 °' r_ _,,,,)Ll,O)
(58)
(59)
Using equations (55), (56), (58) and (59) the solution for
II_,_o) = e-_''/'._,cL+_:_ _, a,,--"
2 r f-J°_ O_.
b.,/
r..jo)
r- G Bs
T(I,O) Is!
../..(,+6_ rL.c,,o_+ (_)
--C'Yr
e r_J''=' r.'"IT L_ -c ]r_,,.o+
Thls still requires a solution of equation (57) for rL(l,O) . Aside
from the slngularlty at r = 0 there is an Inferestlng slngularlty aT
rL(°) = 0 . That is, unless rL(l,O) d._O so that the droplet vapc_rlzes
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f_ster than at the quasi-steady rate rL(°) will become zero before the
droplet is completely vaporized and the expansion will blow up.
The approximation is now made that rL/r c _ I so that the
last two terms in equation (60) are negligible compared to the first two.
It will be stated without demonstration that this will only yei Id
quantitative errors in the final result; qualitatively the solution
will remain the same. Performing the necessary differentiation and
evaluation at rL (°) of equation (60) and using equations (49) and (50),
equation (57) becomes:
which is to be solved under the condition:
(61)
rL (ija) (O) = _} (62)
The solution is _ -- E_. ___,)-I/_' _ _m"l/F_ilrl (63)
As suspected this solution blows up if t = I ; however, rL(l,O)_ 0
by inspection and the droplet disappears before t = I It is to be
further noted that away from r = 0 all correction terms are of 0(I)
and the expanslon appears regular at least as far as carried. Discussion
of this result Is deferred until later.
Since the above analysis gives no information concerning the
relaxation of the inltlal condition, this problem must be treated
separately. Consideration will be given to a porous sphere, continually
wetted with liquid at the wet bulb temperature of a surrounding high
temperature gas into which the sphere is suddenly thrust. Thus, the
Initial conditions are presumed known and the droplet radius remains
constant In time (r L = I) . It is convenient to adopt _ =(]-16-_/Cr_*T_ _
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as the independent variable. Then the energy equationp the boundary
conditions, and the initial condition become
(64)
=o Jc) =i (65)
(66)
where t has been contracted by:
"G= (67)
It is desirable To convert equation (64) into a linear form so That the
powerful methods of linear mathematics may be used. The assumption will
be made That the density is not a function of time t but remains The
function of distance as specified by the initial conditions. This viii
clearly abandon The state equation, but through equation (20) this
requires that x(r) is not a function of time. It is still hoped that the
behavior of the relaxation of the initial condition to the steady state
condition is not seriously affected by this simplification, at least for
initial conditions vhlch do not radically depart from the sfe_l¥-stote
cond i t i on.
Under this idealization it is possible to adapt a method
Eq,mtion (64) iydeveloped by Frisch (31) to ob-t-ain a useful result.
be written:
(610
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where
_r Is a linear operator in r defined by:
r_ _-Ir _r or
(69)
Define a steady-state solution given by
(70)
under the boundary conditions
Define a reiaxation time lag:
r'_ It) _.. -- o (72)
where r is some other linear operator. If r _-= l,rP(r) describes
a typical relaxation time that the temperature takes to come to steady
state.
here on
The interest here primarily concerns heat transfer so that from
= _ will be considered.
r __
Let
so that
(73)
is subject to
_Cl_ t) : u-C_,t) = 0 (74)
Defining a Green's function
m
(75)
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subject to
GC,,r') = C-C=o,r')=o (76)
yields as a solution to equations (73) and (74)
rc
E
LLC_,t) = - _ GCr, r') -"_--_r', 61Lr I (77)
Substituting equation (77) into equation (72), using equations (66) and
(70), and providing the order of integration may be justifiably changed,
r_(r) -_ ' _ (78)
& _(_/_
Thus the problem is reduced to finding a solution to equations (75) and
(36). The Green's function may be written:
= ,_,=.v_, I[=_'_-]G "j_'-;_'=]HC_;_)+
where H is the Heavlslde unit _perator. The greatest interest Is at
r = I so that substituting equation (79) In to (7B) and evaluating T(r)
atr= I ,
The steady-state solution may be obtained from the previous problem as
-- _ -I
so that the time lag Is:
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This integral blows up if r is extended to large values of r .C
However, practically rc Is kept finite by convection, burning, or
space limitations. Converting this time lag to a physical basis by
equation (67):
(82)
In order to discuss the meaning of equations (81) and (6 3) It
is perhaps best to compute some numberstypical of rocket engine performance.
The data are taken from Ref. 21 for a chamber pressure of 300 psia and
a combustion gas temperature of _°R. A usual initial condition a(r) = I
Is chosen, rc = 5 is chosen and heptane is assumed burning with liquid
oxygen.
Propellant
Remarks
af0 TL B+ K
OR
T (I) t* lag(I)/tf
order of order of
magnitude magnitude
Heptane 0.8 835 183.1 13.6 0.167 0.053 27.3 5 0.2
Llquid 02 0.8 230 331 19.3 0.046 0.002 44.8 4 0.I
This short and rather specialized sel of numbers shows some interesting
facts which, however, may be altered for lower temperature work. First,
because of the s_ll value of e , little error is made In stopplng at
the zeroth order term in _ in the first order term in I/K . The
typical values of K show that approxlanately 3% error is made In
predictlng rL If the quasi-steady assumption Is made once the Inltial
condltion is reached. It also shows that although for the same drop size
+Zn quasi-steady theory the assumption of equal specific heats between the
species may be relaxed. B Is computed using the specific heat of the
vaporizing species whlch is correct under the quasi-steady assumption.
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oxygen has a shorter lifetime than heptane (21), the quasi-steady
assumption is poorer for heptane than for liquid oxygen. Such a result
is also true from the standpoint of initial condition relaxation. Assuming
tf to be the droplet lifetime (which is t howeverp inconsistent with the
derivation of tT I , a substantial portion of this time is spent in relaxing
the initial condition. In fact, it is comparable with the heating-up
period to the wet bulb temperature (21). Recalling that the initial
condition was quite severe, however, it might be conjectured that such
a condition hastens the heating-up period and vapor stratification around
the droplet so that the combined period of initial condition relaxation
and heating-up takes place in substantial ly the same time. This Combined
condition should, however, be given some theoretical consideration. Again
it should be pointed out that the initial condition relaxation time
was developed on a basis which should not al low such a severe initial
condition. Finally, it is necessary to note that, as expected, the
validity of the quasi-steady assumption rests heavily on the ratio
between the liquid and gas densities. Therefore, in a very high pressure
rocket chamber the quasi-steady assumption becomes poorer.
I •
•
3.
•
•
•
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Figure 19 b
Effect of nozzle heat loss on c _ as deduced from
stability limits testing with the variable-length
30 ° sector motor
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Comparison between theoretical and experimental
for sector motor, multiorifice nozzle
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Figure 2.1
Chamber arrangement for investigating
shock pulse effects on stability limits
9-7" tangential, 1.4 design 7, 5001b. thrust
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Chamber arrangement for investigating
shock pulse effects on stability limits
9-7 tangential, 1.4 design 7, I O001b. thrust
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elCohol oxygen 1.4f design, 9"diemeter chamber with
7"injection, 150 psio and I000 It) thrust
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Pressure amplitude
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Pressure amplitude versus time for a number
of 30 grain charges using the I0,000 Ib burst
discs in the stable, high mixture ratio range ( r_,2.0 )
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Four shock pulse arrangements
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Pulsed instability limits tests
0.2"like-on-like, 0 -_ "F, alcohol-oxygen, 9- 7chamber,
150 ps io , I000 Ib thrust
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Pulsed instability limits tests
0.2"like-on-like, O-_ F, alcohol-oxygen, 9-Tchamber,
150psio, I000 Ib thrust
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Pulsed instability limits tests
0.2"like-on- Ill(e, F-_ _, alcohol-oxygen, 9 -7chamber,
150psio, I000 Ib thrust
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Resonance
lengths
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in the "Resonating Chamber"
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Chamber arrangement for evaluating
shock pulse effects without combustion
Shock pulse gun (using various
burst discs with either nitrogen
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Oscillotin9 pressure amplitude versus time at various locations
on the injector face. Pulse due to 30-10combination
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Peak-to-peak pressure amplitude time
history for various grain charges and burst disc
combinations in a nitrogen filled chamber
at one atmosphere
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Effect of chamber pressure on amplitude
duration of pulses for 30 grain charges
IO, O00psi burst discs in a nitrogen
filled chamber
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Injector response lag vs frequency
at o stability limit
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